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Abstract

We have designed different heuristics for both searching on Massive graphs and

regularizing Deep Neural Networks in this work.

Both the problem of finding a minimum vertex cover (MinVC) and the maximum

edge weight clique (MEWC) in a graph are prominent NP-hard problems of great

importance in both theory and application. During recent decades, there has been

much interest in finding optimal or near-optimal solutions to these two problems.

Many existing heuristic algorithms for MinVC are based on local search strate-

gies. An algorithm called FastVC takes a first step towards solving the MinVC

problem for large real-world graphs. However, FastVC may be trapped at local

minima during the local search stage due to the lack of suitable diversification

mechanisms. Besides, since the traditional best-picking heuristic was believed to

be of high complexity, FastVC replaces it with an approximate best-picking strat-

egy. However, best-picking has been proved to be robust for a wide range of

problems, so abandoning it may be a great sacrifice. Therefore, we firstly design

a diversification heuristic to help FastVC escape from local minima, and the pro-

posed solver is named WalkVC. Secondly, we develop a local search MinVC solver,

named NoiseVC, which utilizes best-picking (low complexity) with noise to remove

vertices during the local search stage in massive graphs. On the other hand, most

of existing heuristics for the MEWC problem focus on academic benchmarks with

relatively small size. However, very little attention was paid to solving the MEWC

problem in large sparse graphs. In this thesis, we exploit the so-called determin-

istic tournament selection (DTS) heuristic for selecting edges to improve the local

search based MEWC algorithms.

Deep Neural Networks (DNN), have an extremely large number of parameters

comparing with traditional machine earning methods, suffer from the the problem

of overfitting. Dropout [Hinton et al., 2012, Srivastava et al., 2014] has been pro-

posed to address this problem. Dropout is an useful technique for regularizing and

preventing the co-adaptation of neurons in DNN. It randomly drops units with a

probability p during the training stage of DNN to avoid overfitting. The working
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mechanism of dropout can be interpreted as approximately and exponentially com-

bining many different neural network architectures efficiently, leading to a powerful

ensemble. We propose a novel diversification strategy for dropout named Tabu

Dropout, which aims at generating more different neural network architectures in

fewer numbers of iterations. Besides, a recent work named Curriculum Dropout

achieves the state-of-the-art performance among the dropout variants by using a

scheduled p instead of a fixed one. It gradually increases the dropping probability

from 0 to 1 − p according to a time scheduling from curriculum learning. The

primary intuition is that dropout seems unnecessary at the beginning of training

and Curriculum Dropout starts training the whole neural networks without drop-

ping, which is called “starting easy”. In this thesis, we design a new scheduled

dropout strategy using “starting small” instead of “starting easy”, which gradually

decreases the dropping probability from 1 to p. We call this strategy Annealed

Curriculum Dropout.

Experiments conducted on related public standard datasets show that our pro-

posed heuristics for both searching on massive graphs and regularizing deep learn-

ing have achieved better performance than the comparison methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this section, we firstly propose the five major research questions in a summary

form. After that, we introduce heuristics for searching on massive graphs and

regularizing deep neural networks, and show our motivations and contributions

based on these research questions in the subsections. The research questions are

summarized as follows:

• Research question 1: FastVC [Cai, 2015] takes the first step to solve

the MinVC problem on massive graphs. However, there is a lack of suitable

mechanisms for diversification in FastVC. Since we focus on large real-world

graphs, can we design low-complexity diversification strategies to improve

FastVC?

• Research question 2: Furthermore, FastVC abandons traditional best-

picking heuristic with high complexity in large graphs. How can we use

besting-picking strategy in such large graphs?

• Research question 3: Very little attention is being paid to the MEWC

problem at the time of publication due to its challenge. Can we take the first

step to design a local search algorithm for solving the MEWC problem on

large graphs?

1



Introduction 2

• Research question 4: Dropout is a popular regularization technique in

Deep Neural Networks, which randomly drops neurons in the training stage.

Tabu strategy [Glover, 1989, 1990] is widely used in local search algorithms,

which utilizes a memory structure (called tabu list) to forbid the local search

to immediately return a previously visited candidate solution. Can we build a

bridge between Dropout and Tabu to improve the performance of Dropout?

• Research question 5: Curriculum Dropout [Morerio et al., 2017] has im-

proved the standard Dropout by using a time scheduling to adjust the dropout

rate. It starts from training the whole neural network without dropping any

neurons, then drops neurons by gradually increasing the dropout rate. Is this

reasonable and why not start from training neural networks using a dropout

rate 1 (drop all neurons) and then gradually decreasing the dropout rate?

1.1 Covers on Massive Graphs

1.1.1 The Minimum Vertex Cover Problem

The MinVC problem is a fundamental NP-hard problem [Karp, 1972] in computer

science. Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), where V is its vertex set and E

is the edge set; we say a subset S ⊆ V is a vertex cover if every edge in G has at

least one endpoint in S. The objective of MinVC is to find a vertex cover with

minimum size in a graph.

Example 1.1. An undirected graph G
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v1

v2 v3

v4 v5

G

1. V = {v1, . . . , v5} is a set of vertices

2. E is a set of edges, where an edge is a set e = {u, v} s.t. u, v ∈ V

3. u and v are called endpoints of e

Example 1.2. Given undirected graph G, the vertex cover problem is presented

as below:

v1

v2 v3

v4 v5

G

1. C = {v2, v3, v4} is a vertex cover of G.
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2. The size of C is 3, and C is also called a 3-sized cover.

3. A minimum vertex cover(MinVC) is a cover of the minimum size.

Applications MinVC is a prominent NP-hard problem, and algorithms for MinVC

can be directly applied to solve many other combinatorial problems such as Maxi-

mum Independent Set (MIS) and Maximum Clique (MC) problems. MinVC (MIS,

MC) is of great practical importance. The relevant applications include network se-

curity, scheduling, very-large-scale integration (VLSI) design, computer vision, in-

formation retrieval, signal transmission, industrial machine assignment [Cai et al.,

2013, Richter et al., 2007], and aligning DNA and protein sequences [Ji et al., 2004,

Jin and Hao, 2015, Pullan and Hoos, 2006]. In this work, we focus on studying

the local search for MinVC in massive real world graphs, which usually contain

millions of vertices and dozens of millions of edges.

Methods Due to the great importance to many real-world applications, a large

number of algorithms for solving MinVC (MIS, MC) have been proposed during

the past decades. Practical algorithms for them can be roughly grouped into two

categories, i.e., exact algorithms and heuristic algorithms. The exact ones, mainly

based on the general branch-and-bound framework [Li and Quan, 2010, Segundo

et al., 2011], confirm the optimality of the solutions they find. However, for large

and challenging instances, exact methods may become ineffective and fail to return

a solution within reasonable time 1.

On the other hand, heuristic methods can find near-optimal solutions within a

reasonable time for large and challenging instances. Local search is a popular

strategy among the heuristic approaches, such as Cai et al. [2013], Richter et al.

[2007] for MinVC, Andrade et al. [2012], Barbosa and Campos [2004] for MIS,

and Katayama et al. [2005] for MC.

In this work, we focus on studying the local search for MinVC in massive real-

world graphs. Many of these real-world graphs have millions of vertices and dozens

1reasonable time in this thesis refers to 1000 seconds
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of millions of edges [Rossi and Ahmed, 2015]. The complexity of most previ-

ous heuristics is not sufficiently small, and they suffer from these massive graphs

with millions of vertices. Thus massive graphs call for new heuristics and algo-

rithms. FastVC takes a first step towards solving the MinVC problem for massive

real-world graphs. FastVC outperforms other existing local search algorithms on

finding vertex covers in massive graphs. We proposed two algorithms for MinVC

problem on massive real-world graphs named WalkVC and NoiseVC, respectively.

1.1.2 Motivations and Contributions of the WalkVC

In order to handle these massive graphs, FastVC [Cai, 2015] is developed by with-

drawing or modifying some strategies in in NuMVC [Cai et al., 2013]. However,

as our analysis in Chapter 2, FastVC may suffer from the local optimum during

the local search stage due to the lack of suitable mechanisms for diversification

techniques.

In this work, we design a random walk heuristic to diversify the search with low

complexity. A new heuristic named WalkBMS is proposed for selecting vertices

during the local search stage. Then we develop a new algorithm called WalkVC for

solving the MinVC problem in large graphs. The experimental results on standard

benchmarks show that WalkVC outperforms FastVC and an exact branch-and-

bound algorithm named B&R [Akiba and Iwata, 2015] on solution quality on a

considerable portion of the graphs.

1.1.3 Motivations and Contributions of the NoiseVC

In addition, FastVC abandons the best-picking heuristic in the local search stage of

NuMVC However, this best-picking heuristic guides the search towards promising

areas with a suitable criterion and is thus widely used in local search algorithms. In

this work, we exploited an efficient data structure named min-heap [Cormen et al.,

2001] for best-picking. Since best-picking can easily be trapped by local minima,

we design a noisy strategy to help it escape from local minima. In addition,
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when finding a k-vertex cover, min-heap is also used to remove a vertex with the

minimum loss to generate a (k−1)-candidate solution, which lowers the complexity

and helps to save time in updating the best solution. The experimental results

indicate the effectiveness of NoiseVC compared with FastVC.

1.2 Cliques on Massive Graphs

1.2.1 The Maximum Edge Weight Clique Problem

Given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E,wE), where V = {v1, v2, ...vn} de-

notes the vertex set, E ⊆ V × V denotes the edge set and wE : E 7→ R≥0 is a

weighting function. A clique C is a subset of V where any two vertices in C are

adjacent(complete subgraph), i.e., for any two vertices u, v ∈ C, e = {u, v} ∈ E.

The weight of a clique, w(C), is defined as
∑

u,v∈C wE({u, v}). The maximum

edge weight clique (MEWC) problem is to find a clique whose total edge weight

is maximum.

Example 1.3. Given an undirected graph G with edge weights as below, then we

have

G
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1. {v1, v2, v3, v6} is a clique(in blue), also the maximum clique in G;

2. {v2, v4, v5} is a maximum edge weight clique(in red).

1.2.2 The Maximum Vertex Weight Clique Problem

Given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E,wE), where V = {v1, v2, ...vn} de-

notes the vertex set, E ⊆ V × V denotes the edge set and wE : V 7→ R≥0 is a

weighting function. A clique C is a subset of V where any two vertices in C are

adjacent(complete subgraph), i.e., for any two vertices u, v ∈ C, e = {u, v} ∈ E.

The weight of a clique, w(C), is defined as
∑

v∈C wE({v}). The maximum vertex

weight clique (MVWC) problem is to find a clique whose total vertex weight is

maximum.

Example 1.4. Given undirected graph G with vertex weights as below, then we

have:

v1(1)

v2(3) v3(4)

v4(6) v5(9)

G

1. {v1, v2, v3, v4} is a clique, also the maximum clique in G;

2. {v3, v4, v5} is a maximum vertex weight clique.
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1.2.3 Motivations and Contributions

Although there has been great progress in MVWC solving on massive real-world

graphs [Cai and Lin, 2016, Fan et al., 2016, Fang et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2016b,

Wu et al., 2012], very little attention is being paid to the MEWC problem on such

large graphs at the time of publication. In this work, we focus on solving the

MEWC problem on massive real-world graphs using local search. A strategy for

selecting edges is proposed, which is specialized for edge weights. It selects some

edges with high weight, and uses their endpoints as the starting point of local

search. More specifically we choose an edge with great weight by the deterministic

tournament selection (DTS) [Miller and Goldberg, 1995]. Given a set S and a

positive integer k, the DTS heuristic works as follows: randomly select k elements

from S with replacements and then return the best one. Based on DTS for selecting

edges, we develop a novel local search solver called LS-DTS2, which is dedicated to

solving the MEWC problem on large sparse graphs. The experimental results on

a wide range of massive graphs indicate that LS-DTS achieves better performance

than the three comparison solvers.

1.3 Regularizing Deep Learning

1.3.1 The Problem

Deep learning algorithms [Deng and Yu, 2014, Goodfellow et al., 2016, LeCun

et al., 2015, Schmidhuber, 2015] have obtained high performance across many

applications. Deep Neural Network (DNN) is one of the most widely adopted

showcases of deep learning algorithms. DNN suffers from the overfitting, which is a

major problem for machine learning when building such a complex learning model.

Many regularization methods have been proposed to guard against overfitting.

Dropout [Hinton et al., 2012, Srivastava et al., 2014] is a powerful regularization

strategy for addressing the overfitting problem in DNN. During every iteration of

2https://github.com/math6068/LS-DTS
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the training stage, dropout randomly shuts down some units in a neural network,

resulting in forming different “thinned” subnetworks. Dropout can be regarded

as an ensemble method, which usually leads to a better generalization for unseen

testing data.

Example 1.5. A Dropout Neural Net Model example from Srivastava et al. [2014].

(a): a standard three-layers neural network model. (b): after utilizing dropout

strategy. Crossed Neurons have been shut down by dropout.

1.3.2 Motivations and Contributions of the Tabu Dropout

As mentioned by [Srivastava et al., 2014], the combination of multiple models is

most helpful when the architectures of individual models are different from each

other. However, when units are dropped randomly, it is difficult to control the

diversification and overlap of the models in the training stage, resulting in more

consumed computing resources.
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To illustrate the motivation of the standard dropout, Krizhevsky et al. [2012]

made an excellent analogy with the sexual reproduction. Further on, inspired

by sexual reproduction may suffer from the inbreeding, we try to introduce some

strategy to prevent the “inbreeding” when applying the standard dropout into

training the neural networks. In this work, we propose a strategy to guide the

dropout to generate more different neural network architectures within a certain

number of iterations. We call this new technique Tabu Dropout. Specifically,

hidden units that dropped from its parent network for the reproduction should

not be dropped again from the offspring for the reproduction. The experiments on

four standard datasets, using different neural network structures, show that Tabu

Dropout achieves better performance than other comparison dropout variants.

1.3.3 Motivations and Contributions of the Annealing Cur-

riculum Dropout

Recently, Curriculum Dropout achieves the state-of-the-art performance than the

standard dropout by exploiting a time scheduling which gradually increases the

dropping probability from 0 to 1−p. The primary intuition of Curriculum Dropout

is that it is unnecessary to perform Dropout at the beginning of training DNN

which is called “starting easy” in their work. However, we do not think it is

an easy start if training the whole neural networks with all neurons regarding

the size of neural networks. In contrast, we design a new time schedule which

gradually decreases the dropping probability from 1 to p, which is called strategy

Annealed Curriculum Dropout. We have conducted experiments on four stan-

dard datasets (MNIST, FashionMNIST, CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100) using two differ-

ent neural network architectures (a full-connect model and a convolutional neural

network model). The experimental results have verified that “starting small” in

our method resulted in better generalization than “starting easy” in Curriculum

Dropout.
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1.4 Thesis Structure

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. The WalkVC and NoiseVC

algorithms for MinVC problem on massive graphs are introduced in Chapter 2.

The LS-DTS algorithm for handling MEWC problem is proposed in Chapter 3. We

describe the Tabu Dropout and Annealing Curriculum Dropout for regularizing

deep neural networks in Chapter 4. Finally, we conclude our work and propose

the future work in Chapter 5. The future work is triggered by the outcomes of

thesis, which can be summarized as follows:

• We would like to design more efficient diversification strategies to improve

the performance of our solvers for the MinVC problem on large graphs. The

heap-based best-picking heuristic looks promising for other combinatorial op-

timization problems. In addition, we will pay attention to the related real-

world applications based on these problems.

• For the MEWC problem on large graphs, we will design new efficient heuris-

tics to improve the proposed LS-DTS method in the future, such as selecting

both endpoints of the edge returned by DTS heuristic.

• We use a short-term memory Tabu strategy in Tabu Dropout, and we will

develop long-term Tabu strategies to guide the standard Dropout.

• Our proposed Annealing Curriculum Dropout shows that training a DNN

starting from a small size would be an interesting research direction in the

future.



Chapter 2

Covers on Massive Graphs

The problem of finding a minimum vertex cover (MinVC) in a graph is a prominent

NP-hard problem of great importance in both theory and application. During

recent decades, there has been much interest in finding optimal or near-optimal

solutions to this problem. Many existing heuristic algorithms for MinVC are based

on local search strategies. Recently, an algorithm called FastVC takes a first step

towards solving the MinVC problem for large real-world graphs.

This chapter shows two proposed local search algorithms to improve FastVC for

MinVC problem on massive real-world graphs. The first one named WalkVC for

finding smaller vertex cover is introduced in Section 2.2. The other one named

NoiceVC is presented in Section 2.3.

2.1 Introduction

Many data sets can be represented as graphs, and the study of large real-world

graphs, also known as complex networks [Traud et al., 2011], has become an active

research agenda over recent decades. For combinatorial optimization problems

like the Minimum Vertex Cover (MinVC) problem, new heuristics and algorithms

should be designed to deal with large graphs. Large graphs can be found from the

12
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Network Data Repository online [Rossi and Ahmed, 2015]. Many of these real-

world graphs have millions of vertices and tens of millions of edges. Some of these

graphs have recently been exploited in testing parallel algorithms for Maximum

Clique [Rossi et al., 2014] and Coloring problems [Rossi and Ahmed, 2014]1. For

such graphs, most previous heuristics and algorithms do not work well due to the

computational cost.

We are interested in the MinVC problem for large real-world graphs. Given an

undirected graph G = (V,E), where V is its vertex set and E is the edge set, we

say a subset S ⊆ V is a vertex cover if every edge in G has at least one endpoint

in S. The objective of MinVC is to find a vertex cover with minimum size in

a graph. MinVC is a prominent NP-hard problem [Karp, 1972], and algorithms

for MinVC can be directly applied to solve many other combinatorial problems

such as Maximum Independent Set (MIS) and Maximum Clique (MC) problems.

MinVC (MIS, MC) is of great practical importance. The relevant applications

include network security, scheduling, very-large-scale integration (VLSI) design,

computer vision, information retrieval, signal transmission, industrial machine as-

signment [Cai et al., 2013, Richter et al., 2007], and aligning DNA and protein

2.1.1 Previous Heuristics for MinVC

Due to the great importance to many real-world applications, a large number

of algorithms for solving MinVC (MIS, MC) have been proposed during the past

decades. Practical algorithms for them can be roughly grouped into two categories,

i.e., exact algorithms and heuristic algorithms. The exact ones, mainly based on

the general branch-and-bound framework [Li and Quan, 2010, Segundo et al.,

2011], confirm the optimality of the solutions they find. However, for large and

challenging instances, exact methods may become ineffective and fail to return a

solution within reasonable time.

1 http://www.graphrepository.com/networks.php
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On the other hand, heuristic methods can to find near-optimal solutions within

a reasonable time for large and challenging instances. Local search is a popular

strategy among the heuristic approaches, such as Cai et al. [2013], Richter et al.

[2007] for MinVC, Andrade et al. [2012], Barbosa and Campos [2004] for MIS,

and Katayama et al. [2005] for MC.

The evaluation of existing local search approaches for MinVC are mainly based on

standard benchmarks from the academic community, such as DIMACS [Johnson

and Trick, 1996] and BHOSLIB2 benchmarks [Cai et al., 2013, Richter et al., 2007].

In order to improve the performance on these benchmarks, some heuristics com-

bined with local search for MinVC have been proposed in the literature recently.

COVER [Richter et al., 2007] introduces edge weighting to MinVC, and is an it-

erative best improvement approach through updating edge weights at each step

to guide a local search. EWLS [Cai et al., 2010] also exploits the edge weighting

strategy, but it only updates the edge weights when being stuck in local optima.

EWCC [Cai et al., 2011] introduces the configuration checking (CC) heuristic into

EWLS, and CC is a strategy for handling the cycling problem in local search. Es-

pecially, NuMVC [Cai et al., 2013] introduces two strategies, named two-stage ex-

change and edge weighting with forgetting, and makes an improvement in MinVC

solving. Since the benchmarks graphs used by these previous algorithms are not

large (usually with less than five thousand vertices), the impact of the complexity

of heuristics on the performance is not large.

In this section, we focus on studying the local search for MinVC in massive real-

world graphs. Many of these real-world graphs have millions of vertices and dozens

of millions of edges [Rossi and Ahmed, 2015]. The complexity of most previous

heuristics is not sufficiently small, and they suffer from these massive graphs with

millions of vertices. Thus massive graphs call for new heuristics and algorithms.

Recently, an algorithm called FastVC [Cai, 2015] takes a first step towards solving

the MinVC problem for massive real-world graphs. FastVC outperforms other

existing local search algorithms on finding vertex covers in massive graphs.

2http://www.nlsde.buaa.edu.cn/∼kexu/benchmarks/graph-benchmarks.htm
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2.1.2 WalkVC

To redesign a local search algorithm for MinVC in large graphs, researchers may

avoid those traditional techniques with the high computational cost or implement

them in an approximate but efficient way. As a good example, FastVC [Cai,

2015] was designed by ommiting or modifying some techniques in NuMVC [Cai

et al., 2013]. Specifically, the best-picking heuristic in NuMVC is replaced by a

low-complexity approximate heuristic named Best from Multiple Selection (BMS)

in FastVC. In addition, FastVC omits the edge weighting technique in NuMVC,

because the complexity of edge weighting is too high to handle large graphs.

However, FastVC lacks some suitable mechanisms for diversification and may be

trapped in a local optimum frequently during the local search stage. We believe

that it needs some low-complexity diversification strategy to help the local search

escape from local minima.

In this work, we design a random walk heuristic to diversify the search. The

random walk provides a mechanism to avoid local optima effectively. We combined

the random walk with BMS to form a new heuristic, named WalkBMS. Based on

WalkBMS, we propose a new algorithm called WalkVC, which is dedicated to

solving the MinVC problem in large graphs.

We conduct experiments on a broad range of large real-world graphs using a cutoff

of 1,000 seconds. Experimental results show that WalkVC outperforms FastVC

on solution quality for 10 classes of this benchmark, and finds the same quality

solutions as FastVC on the remaining 2 classes. WalkVC finds higher-quality

covers on a considerable portion of the graphs.

In addition, we also make a comparison with an exact branch-and-bound algorithm

named B&R [Akiba and Iwata, 2015]. The results show that WalkVC can obtain

solutions on 25 large or challenging instances within 1000 seconds, while B&R fails

to return solutions for these 25 instances within 24 hours.
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2.1.3 NoiseVC

It is designed by omitting or modifying some techniques with high computational

cost in NuMVC [Cai et al., 2013]. Specifically, FastVC replaces the best-picking

heuristic in NuMVC with a low-complexity heuristic named Best from Multiple

Selection (BMS). BMS approximates the best-picking heuristic very well.

In the local search phase, FastVC abandons the best-picking heuristic in NuMVC.

However, this best-picking heuristic guides the search towards very promising ar-

eas with a suitable criterion, and is thus widely used in local search algorithms. In

addition, when finding a k-vertex cover, FastVC exploits traditional best-picking

strategy to remove a vertex with minimum loss to generate a (k − 1)-candidate

solution (Line 5 in Algorithm 3). However, our experiments show that this pro-

cess happens very frequently, which can be time-consuming due to the O(|V |)

complexity.

We propose a new algorithm called NoiseVC, which is dedicated to solving the

MinVC problem in massive graphs. Instead of abandoning the best-picking heuris-

tic, we exploited an efficient data structure named min-heap for best-picking in this

work. The procedure of min-heap [Cormen et al., 2001] runs in O(| lg V |) to main-

tain its property for best-picking, while the complexity of traditional best-picking

heuristic in NuMVC is O(|V |) [Cai et al., 2013] which is very time-consuming for

massive graphs.

Since best-picking can easily be trapped by local minima, we design a noisy strat-

egy to help it escape from local minima. Given a candidate vertex set C, with

probability p, remove a vertex with the minimum loss, breaking ties in favor of the

oldest one; with probability 1− p, remove a vertex randomly.

In addition, when finding a k-vertex cover, min-heap is also used to remove a

vertex with the minimum loss to generate a (k − 1)-candidate solution, which

lowers the complexity and helps to save time in updating the best solution.

We conduct experiments to compare NoiseVC with FastVC on a wide range of

massive real-world graphs. Experimental results show that for all the 12 classes
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of instances in this benchmark, NoiseVC outperforms FastVC on solution quality

for eight classes. More specifically, over the 136 graphs we tested, NoiseVC finds

smaller vertex cover on 23 graphs.

2.1.4 Preliminaries

Definitions and Notation

A simple undirected graph G = (V,E) consists of a vertex set V = {v1, v2, ...vn}

and an edge set E ⊆ V × V , where each edge is a 2-element subset of V . Given

an edge e = {u, v} where u, v ∈ V , the vertices u and v are called the endpoints

of edge e. Two vertices are neighbors if and only if there exists an edge between

them. We define the neighborhood of v as N(v) = {u ∈ V |{u, v} ∈ E}. The

degree of a vertex v, denoted by d(v), is defined as |N(v)| which is equal to the

number of its neighbors. An edge e ∈ E is covered by a vertex set S ⊆ V if at

least one endpoint of e is present in S; otherwise, e is uncovered by S.

There are other two problems named maximum independent set (MIS) and max-

imum clique (MC). An independent set S is a set of vertices in G where there is

no edge between any two vertices in S. MIS is a problem to find an independent

set with the largest size for a give graph G. On the contrary, a clique C is a set

of vertices in G where any two vertices in C are adjacent. The MC problem is

to find a clique in G with the largest size. Given a graph G = (V,E), we use

Ḡ = (V, Ē) to denote the complementary graph where Ē = {(u, v)|(u, v) 6∈ E}.

Then given a subset S ⊆ V , the following three statements are equivalent [Wu

and Hao, 2015]:S is a vertex cover in G, V \S is an independent set in G and V \S

is a clique in Ḡ. Thus to find a maximum independent set of a graph G, we can

firstly find a minimum vertex cover Cmin of G and then return V \Cmin. Likewise,

to find a maximum clique of a graph G, we can find a minimum vertex cover C̄min

of the complementary graph Ḡ and then return V \C̄min. Thus, the algorithms

designed for MinVC can be used to solve the other two problems directly.
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Local Search Strategy for MinVC

Since MinVC is essential to many real-world applications, some algorithms have

been proposed in the past. There are roughly two categories of practical MinVC

(MIS, MC) algorithms: branch-and-bound algorithms and incomplete algorithms.

The branch-and-bound algorithms are able to confirm the optimality of the re-

turned solutions [Akiba and Iwata, 2015, Carraghan and Pardalos, 1990, Li and

Quan, 2010, Österg̊ard, 2002, Segundo et al., 2011, Tomita and Kameda, 2007],

and are applicable to instances with limited sizes. However, with the increase of

problem size, branch-and-bound methods may become ineffective for large and

challenging instances and fail to return a solution within reasonable time. On the

other hand, although incomplete methods cannot confirm the optimality of the

returned solutions, they can obtain optimal or near-optimal solutions to large and

challenging instances within a reasonable cutoff [Cai et al., 2011]. Many incom-

plete approaches exist, such as [Cai et al., 2011, 2013, Richter et al., 2007] for

MinVC, [Andrade et al., 2012, Barbosa and Campos, 2004, Busygin et al., 2002,

Lamm et al., 2017] for MIS, and [Grosso et al., 2008, Katayama et al., 2005] for

MC. Local search is a popular incomplete approach.

Usually, local search for MinVC works by iteratively solving its decision version:

given a positive integer k, searching for a k-sized vertex cover. The current can-

didate solution is denoted as C, which is a set of vertices selected for covering. A

general framework of local search for MinVC is shown in Algorithm 1 [Cai et al.,

2013, Richter et al., 2007], as described below.

Algorithm 1: Local Search Framework for MinVC

1 construct C until it becomes a vertex cover;
2 while not reach terminate condition do
3 if C covers all edges then
4 C∗ ← C;
5 remove a vertex from C;

6 execute an exchanging step;

7 return C∗
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There are two stages: a construction stage (Line 1) and a local search stage (Lines

2 to 6). At the first stage, a vertex cover is constructed usually based on a greedy

heuristic. Throughout Chapter 2, such a vertex cover is also called the starting

vertex cover. At the local search stage, each time the algorithm finds out a k-sized

cover (Line 3), it removes a vertex from C (Line 5) and continues to search for

a (k-1)-sized cover, until reaching some termination condition which is the cutoff

setting in local search such as 1,000 seconds (Line 2).

The move to a neighboring candidate solution is an exchange of two vertices (Line

6): remove a vertex u from C and add a vertex v into C. This step is also called an

exchanging step. Thus the local search moves step-by-step in the search space to

find a better vertex cover. After it terminates, the algorithm outputs the smallest

vertex cover that has been found.

As mentioned above, the current candidate solution C is a set of vertices selected

for covering. For a vertex v ∈ C, the loss of v, denoted as loss(v), is defined as

the number of covered edges that will become uncovered after the removal of v

from C. For a vertex v 6∈ C, the gain of v, denoted as gain(v), is defined as the

number of uncovered edges that will become covered after the addition of v into C

[Cai, 2015]. Both loss and gain are scoring properties of vertices. In any step, a

vertex v has two possible states: inside C and outside C. We use age(v) to denote

the number of steps that have been performed since last time the state of v was

changed.

Review of NuMVC Algorithms

Since FastVC was designed by omitting or modifying some techniques in NuMVC [Cai

et al., 2013], we briefly review NuMVC before FastVC. NuMVC is the state-of-

the-art solver for MinVC problem on datasets like DIMACS and BHOSLIB. It

employs the framework of Algorithm 1, and starting with an initial candidate

cover by a greedy construction procedure, which iteratively adds the vertex with

the highest score (a score function named dscore is used in NuMVC) until covers
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all the edges (forms a vertex cover). Two strategies were proposed in NuMVC:

two-stage exchange and edge weighting with forgetting.

Algorithm 2: NuMVC

input : a graph G = (V,E), the cutoff time
output: a vertex cover of G

1 initialize edge weights, vertices scores;
2 ConfChange array ← an all-1 array
3 C ← Construct C greedily until it is a vertex cover ;
4 while elapsed time < cutoff do
5 if C covers all edges then
6 C∗ ← C;
7 remove a vertex with highest score from C;
8 continue;

9 u← a vertex ∈ C with highest score, breaking ties in favor of the older one;
10 C ← C\{u}, ConfChange(u)← 0 and ConfChange(z)← 1 for each

z ∈ N(u);
11 e ← a random uncovered edge;
12 v ← the endpoint of e such that ConfChange = 1 with higher score,

breaking ties in favor of the older one;
13 C ← C ∪ {u}, ConfChange(z)← 1 for each z ∈ N(u);
14 w(e)← w(e) + 1 for each uncovered edge e
15 if w̄ ¿= γ then
16 w(e)← ρ ∗ w(e) for each edgee continue;

17 return C∗;

The NuMVC algorithm is show in Algorithm 2 [Cai et al., 2013]. We mainly

introduce the exchanging step of NuMVC (Line 9-13). There is an important

strategy named configuration checking (Line 10) (CC) [Cai et al., 2011] in NuMVC.

CC helps to overcome cycling problem during local search, and it works in NuMVC

as follows: For a vertex v /∈ C, if all its neighboring vertices never change their

states after the last time the the vertex v was removed from C, then we say the

configuration of v is not changed and should not be added back into C. CC

strategy only permits the configuration changed vertices to be added into C.

The exchanging step of NuMVC, named two-stage exchange, can be divided into

two separate stages: vertex-removing and vertex-adding. In vertex-removing

stage, a vertex with greatest score in C is selected to remove, breaking ties in

favor of the oldest one. Then in the stage of vertex-adding, an uncovered edge e
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is chosen randomly, and one endpoint of e is picked to be added into C as follows:

if there is only one of e’s endpoints is configuration changed, then this vertex

is selected; if both endpoints of e are configuration changed, then the one with

greater score is picked, breaking ties in favor of the older one. At the end of each

iteration, weights of all uncovered edges are increased by one (penalize the score

function), which guides the local search pays attention to the vertices belong to

these edges. Moreover, a forgetting mechanism is utilized to decrease the weights

periodically. That is, if the averaged weight of all edges reach a threshold, all edge

weights are multiplied by a constant factor ρ (0 < ρ < 1) to reduce weight. The

intuition is that compared with the recent weighting decisions, the ones made too

long ago are less helpful.

Review of FastVC

FastVC is simple and works particularly well for large graphs. FastVC proposed

two low-complexity heuristics: one is used to construct a starting vertex cover,

and the other is utilized to choose the removed vertex in each exchanging step.

We show FastVC in Algorithm 3 [Cai, 2015].

Algorithm 3: FastVC

input : a graph G = (V,E), the cutoff time
output: a vertex cover of G

1 C ← ConstructV C() ;
2 while elapsed time < cutoff do
3 if C covers all edges then
4 C∗ ← C;
5 remove a vertex with minimum loss from C;
6 continue;

7 u ← BMS(C, 50);
8 remove u from C;
9 e ← a random uncovered edge;

10 v ← the endpoint of e with greater gain, breaking ties in favor of the older
one;

11 add v into C;

12 return C∗;
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The Construction Stage: In the beginning, a vertex cover C is constructed

by the ConstructV C function, and will be used as the starting vertex cover. In

detail, the ConstructV C function consists of an extending phase and a shrinking

phase. In the extending phase, the heuristic works as follows:

Repeat the following operations until C becomes a cover: select an uncovered edge

and add the endpoint with higher degree into C.

Then in the shrinking phase, redundant vertices (vertices whose loss is 0) are

removed. Such a construction procedure is suitable for large graphs since it outputs

quite a good starting vertex cover typically within 1 second. Also its complexity

is proved to be O(|E|) [Cai, 2015].

The Local Search Stage: In the local search stage, the exchanging step of

FastVC adopts the two-stage exchange framework proposed in NuMVC [Cai et al.,

2013]. In the vertex-removing stage, a vertex is selected by BMS (Line 7) whose

details are described as follows:

Choose k vertices randomly with replacement from C, and then return the vertex

with minimum loss, breaking ties in favor of the oldest one.

Algorithm 4: BMS

input : a vertex set C, a positive integer k
output: a vertex u ∈ C

1 Let S be an empty vertex set;
2 for iteration ← 1 to k do
3 u← a random vertex from C;
4 S ← S ∪ {u};
5 choose a vertex v from S with the minimum loss, breaking ties in favor of the

oldest one;
6 return v;

BMS has a complexity of O(1), which is presented in Algorithm 4 [Cai, 2015]. The

probability that BMS chooses a vertex whose loss value is not larger than 90%

vertices in C is 99.48% (when we set k=50) [Cai, 2015]. This means that BMS will

probably return a high-quality vertex. That is, BMS approximates the minimum

loss removing heuristic in NuMVC [Cai et al., 2013] very well.
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Then in the vertex-adding stage (Lines 9 to 11), the algorithm randomly selects an

uncovered edge e, and chooses the endpoint of e with greater gain (breaking ties

in favor of the older one) to add it into C. Note that after changing the state of a

vertex (removing or adding), the algorithm will update the loss and gain values

of the vertex and its neighbors.

2.2 WalkVC for Finding Smaller Vertex Cover

FastVC may be trapped by local minima during the local search stage due to the

lack of suitable diversification mechanisms. In this work, we design a new random

walk strategy to help FastVC escape from local minima. The proposed algorithm

named WalkVC 3. Experiments conducted on a broad range of large real-world

graphs show that our algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms at the

time of publication on most classes of the benchmark and finds smaller vertex

covers on a considerable portion of the graphs.

2.2.1 WalkBMS Heuristic and WalkVC Solver

In this section, we present the proposed WalkBMS heuristic and WalkVC algo-

rithm, which are our main contribution in Section 2.2.

WalkBMS Heuristic and WalkVC Solver

Since FastVC is designed by omitting or modifying some techniques in NuMVC

[Cai et al., 2013], we make a comparison between them. We find that there are four

diversification strategies in NuMVC including tabu [Glover, 1989], Configuration

Checking (CC) [Cai et al., 2011], edge weighting and random selection of an uncov-

ered edge. In contrast, FastVC only exploits two diversification strategies: BMS

and random selection of an uncovered edge. Thus in our opinion, there are too few

3The work of WalkVC [Ma et al., 2016a] has been published in 28th IEEE International
Conference on Tools with Artificial Intelligence.
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diversification mechanisms in FastVC. Moreover, BMS will choose a good vertex

very probably, so the diversification effect in BMS is limited. Therefore FastVC

may be trapped by local optima. So in this work, we will add a diversification

strategy to help FastVC escape from local optima.

Currently there are many diversification strategies to try, such as tabu, CC, edge

weighting [Cai et al., 2011, Richter et al., 2007], vertex weighting [Pullan, 2009],

and random walk. Tabu strategies prevent local search from canceling the effects

of the previous steps. Edge weighting and vertex weighting guide local search to

the part of search space which is rarely explored. CC help overcome the cycling

problem. Random walk allows increasing the number of unsatisfied constraints

occasionally, and is successfully used in the satisfiability (SAT) problem [Selman

et al., 1994].

Considering that we are solving the MinVC problem on large graphs, the com-

plexity of the heuristics is a critical issue, because the high complexity severely

limits the ability of algorithms to deal with huge instances. Among the diversifica-

tion strategies above, the complexity of tabu, CC and random walk is O(1), while

edge weighting has a complexity of O(|E|) and vertex weighting’s complexity is

O(|V |). So the complexity of edge weighting and vertex weighting are too high to

handle large datasets. As to tabu and CC, our experiments did not show much

improvements (see Section 2.4.1 for the details of experiments). After incorporat-

ing random walk into the vertex-removing stage, we found a progress. To our best

knowledge, it is the first algorithm applying random walk to remove a vertex in

the two-stage exchange framework. We call this new heuristic WalkBMS.

Specifically, WalkBMS combines a random walk with the BMS strategy as below:

• With probability p, follow BMS;

• With probability 1− p, choose a random vertex.

Throughout this chapter, the probability p is fixed in advance: we set p = 0.6 and

k = 50 (the same value of k as FastVC in [Cai, 2015]) for all of the experiments4.

4Different values of p are only used to test parameter sensitivity.
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Like FastVC, the parameter p in this study is also instance-independent.

We formalize the WalkBMS in Algorithm 5 as below.

Algorithm 5: our proposed WalkBMS

input : a vertex set C,
a probability parameter p, a positive integer k

output: a vertex v ∈ C
1 With probability p: v ← BMS(C, k);
2 With probability 1− p: v ← a random vertex in C;
3 return v;

WalkBMS switches between the greedy mode (Line 1, BMS mode) and the diver-

sification mode (Line 2) 5 at a certain probability. In the greedy mode, WalkBMS

exploits BMS directly to choose a vertex for removing from the current candidate

solution C; In the diversification mode, WalkBMS selects a vertex randomly from

C.

WalkBMS is utilized to develop a new algorithm for handling the MinVC problem

in large real-world graphs directly: replace the BMS function in FastVC (Line 7,

Algorithm 3) with our WalkBMS function. We call this new proposed algorithm

WalkVC.

Relationship with Other Methods

Random walk is an efficient and effective method to improve local search with

a very low complexity. Also, it has been successfully used in the satisfiability

(SAT) problem which is an NP-complete problem. Random walk in SAT picks a

variable from a random unsatisfied constraint (clause) and flip it, which provides a

mechanism to escape from local minima effectively. WalkSAT [Selman et al., 1994],

a SAT solver depending on random walk, is still a state-of-the-art solver on huge

random 3-SAT instances. Note that the random walk proposed in this study is

fundamentally different from those existing in the SAT or MinVC solver. Previous

5The ‘greedy’ and ‘diversification’ modes are used in local search papers, such as [Cai and
Su, 2012, Luo et al., 2014]
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random walk focuses on choosing a variable (vertex) from a random unsatisfied

constraint (unsatisfied clause or uncovered edge), while our random walk simply

chooses a vertex from C. It is also the first time random walk is applied in the

vertex-removing stage of the two-stage exchange framework.

2.2.2 Experiment Evaluation

In this section, we carry out extensive experiments to evaluate WalkVC on a wide

range of large real-world graphs, and make a comparison with the state-of-the-art

local search MinVC algorithm FastVC.

Benchmarks

We downloaded all 139 instances [Rossi and Ahmed, 2015]6, which were originally

online7, and then transformed to DIMACS graph format. In such a format, the

size of an input file storing a graph G, is proportional to the number of edges in

G. We excluded three extremely large ones since they are out of memory for the

two algorithms here. Therefore the remaining 136 instances are used for testing

the solvers in our experiments. In many of these large real-world graphs, there are

millions of vertices and dozens of millions of edges. Recently, some of these graph

data are utilized to evaluate parallel algorithms for Maximum Clique [Rossi et al.,

2014] and Coloring problems [Rossi and Ahmed, 2014].

The graphs used in our experiments can be divided into 12 classes: biological

networks, collaboration networks, facebook networks, interaction networks, in-

frastructure networks, amazon recommend networks, retweet networks, scientific

computation networks, social networks, technological networks, web link networks,

and temporal reachability networks.

6http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/∼caisw/Resource/realworld%20graphs.
tar.gz

7http://www.graphrepository.com/networks.php
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Experiment Setup

In the experiments, we mainly compare WalkVC with FastVC. Since FastVC is

the state-of-the-art local search based algorithm on finding vertex covers in large

graphs, and the similar algorithm structure between our WalkVC and FastVC

helps to show the effectiveness of random walk. In addition, we also make a com-

parison with B&R [Akiba and Iwata, 2015], the state-of-the-art branch-and-bound

algorithm , which helps to evaluate the absolute quality of solutions returned by

WalkVC. The experiments were conducted on a cluster equipped with a number

of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs X5650 @2.67GHz with 8GB RAM, running Red Hat

Santiago OS.

WalkVC and FastVC: WalkVC and FastVC8 were implemented in C++, and

they were compiled by g++ 4.6.3 with the ‘-O3’ option.

As shown in Algorithms 5, there are two parameters in WalkVC algorithms. In

our experiments, the parameter p is set to 0.6, and k is set to 50 (the same as the

default setting in FastVC). For FastVC, we adopt the parameter setting reported

in [Cai, 2015].

WalkVC and FastVC are performed ten times on each instance with a time limit

of 1,000 seconds. For each algorithm on each instance, we report the minimum

size (“Cmin”) and averaged size (“Cavg”) of vertex covers found by the algorithm.

To make the comparisons clearer, we report the difference (“∆”) between the

minimum size of vertex cover found by WalkVC and FastVC. A positive ∆ means

WalkVC finds a smaller vertex cover, while a negative ∆ means FastVC finds a

smaller vertex cover.

B&R: The exact algorithm B&R9 was compiled and run with Java 1.8.0 66. The

time limit is set to 24 hours for each execution, and timeouts are denoted as ‘-’ in

related tables.

Results with FastVC:

8http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/∼caisw/Code/FastVCv2015.11.zip
9https://github.com/wata-orz/vertex cover
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Table 2.1 contains all the graph instances where WalkVC and FastVC return

different Cmin or Cavg values.

Quality Improvements: Out of the 43 graphs in Table 2.1,

1. WalkVC finds better solutions for 24 graphs.

2. FastVC finds better solutions for 5 graphs.

Statistical Significance Testing: For the graphs where WalkVC and FastVC

return the same Cmin but different Cavg solutions, the significance testing (Welch’s

t-test [Welch, 1947], using an alpha level of 0.05) is performed to evaluate whether

he average value differs significantly between the two algorithms. From Table 2.1

we found that there are three graphs where WalkVC got significant average values,

including socfb-OR, ia-infect-dublin and sc-pkustk11.

Success Rate Improvements: As is shown in Table 2.1, for those 14 graphs

where ∆ = 0, WalkVC obtains smaller Cavg values for 11 graphs.

Robustness Improvements: Overall the 12 classes of instances, compared to

FastVC,

1. WalkVC returns better quality solutions in 10 classes.

2. It finds the same Cmin and Cavg values in 2 classes. Our experiments using

a complete solver named B&R approves that both FastVC and WalkVC

get the optimal solutions on these graphs from these 2 classes, thus it is

impossible to improve the performance on these 2 classes.

Speed Improvements: For the 24 graphs where WalkVC found smaller covers,

We enlarged the cutoff to be 100 times as large as before (i.e., 100,000s), and

tested FastVC over such graphs. The results are shown in Table 2.2. Also, we

present the respective results of WalkVC within 1,000 seconds in this table.

As is shown in Table 2.2, even within such a large cutoff, FastVC does not get

the same solution quality as WalkVC does with a cutoff of 1,000 seconds for 14
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Table 2.1: Experimental results on large real-world graphs. A positive ∆
means WalkVC finds a smaller vertex cover, while a negative ∆ means FastVC
finds a smaller vertex cover. For ∆ 6= 0, we bold the smaller value of minimum
size (Cmin) between the two algorithms. For ∆ = 0, we bold the smaller value of
average size (Cavg) and perform Welch’s t-test(“+” indicates the average value

differs significantly between the two algorithms,“-” otherwise.)

Graph |V | |E| FastVC WalkVC ∆

Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg)

socfb-A-anon 3097165 23667394 375231(375232.8) 375232(375232.9) -1

socfb-B-anon 2937612 20959854 303048(303048.8-) 303048(303048.9) 0

socfb-Berkeley13 22900 852419 17210(17212.8) 17211(17212.6) -1

socfb-CMU 6621 249959 4986(4986.5-) 4986(4986.8) 0

socfb-Duke14 9885 506437 7683(7683.1) 7683(7683-) 0

socfb-Indiana 29732 1305757 23315(23317.3) 23315(23316.3-) 0

socfb-OR 63392 816886 36548(36549.2) 36548(36548.1+) 0

socfb-Penn94 41536 1362220 31162(31164.8) 31161(31163) 1

socfb-Stanford3 11586 568309 8518(8518) 8517(8517.9) 1

socfb-Texas84 36364 1590651 28167(28171.4) 28166(28170) 1

socfb-UCLA 20453 747604 15223(15224.3) 15222(15223.8) 1

socfb-UConn 17206 604867 13230(13231.6) 13231(13231.4) -1

socfb-UCSB37 14917 482215 11261(11263.1) 11261(11261.8-) 0

socfb-UF 35111 1465654 27306(27309.1) 27305(27307.9) 1

socfb-UIllinois 30795 1264421 24091(24092.6-) 24091(24093.9) 0

socfb-Wisconsin87 23831 835946 18383(18385.1) 18383(18384.3-) 0

ia-infect-dublin 410 2765 293(293.5) 293(293+) 0

inf-roadNet-CA 1957027 2760388 1001273(1001310.9) 1001263(1001315.1) 10

inf-roadNet-PA 1087562 1541514 555220(555242.8) 555205(555235.9) 15

rec-amazon 91813 125704 47606(47606) 47605(47605.8) 1

rt-retweet-crawl 1112702 2278852 81048(81048) 81045(81047.5) 3

sc-ldoor 952203 20770807 856755(856757.4) 856755(856757.2-) 0

sc-nasasrb 54870 1311227 51244(51247.4) 51241(51242.2) 3

sc-pkustk11 87804 2565054 83911(83912.5) 83911(83911.5+) 0

sc-pkustk13 94893 3260967 89217(89220.6) 89231(89234.5) -14

sc-pwtk 217891 5653221 207716(207719.9) 207712(207716.3) 4

sc-shipsec1 140385 1707759 117318(117338.4) 117256(117284.1) 62

sc-shipsec5 179104 2200076 147140(147175) 147124(147163.3) 16

soc-buzznet 101163 2763066 30625(30625) 30618(30621.6) 7

soc-delicious 536108 1365961 85686(85696.4) 85597(85638.8) 89

soc-digg 770799 5907132 103244(103245.3) 103243(103244.5) 1

soc-flickr 513969 3190452 153272(153272) 153271(153272.1) 1

soc-FourSquare 639014 3214986 90109(90109.3) 90108(90108.5) 1

soc-livejournal 4033137 27933062 1869045(1869053.7) 1869035(1869049.1) 10

soc-pokec 1632803 22301964 843422(843434.8) 843422(843429.1-) 0

tech-as-skitter 1694616 11094209 527185(527196) 527177(527199.9) 8

tech-RL-caida 190914 607610 74930(74938.9) 74901(74918.6) 29

scc infect-dublin 10972 175573 9104(9104) 9103(9103) 1

web-arabic-2005 163598 1747269 114426(114427.2) 114426(114427.1-) 0

web-BerkStan 12305 19500 5384(5384) 5385(5385) -1

web-it-2004 509338 7178413 414671(414676.3) 414671(414675.1-) 0

web-spam 4767 37375 2298(2298) 2297(2297) 1

web-wikipedia2009 1864433 4507315 648317(648321.7) 648316(648319.6) 1
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Table 2.2: Results on the 24 graphs on which running FastVC for 100 times
of cutoff.

Graph |V | |E| FastVC×100 WalkVC ∆

Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg)

socfb-Penn94 41536 1362220 31158(31160.5) 31161(31163) -3

socfb-Stanford3 11586 568309 8517(8517.6) 8517(8517.9) 0

socfb-Texas84 36364 1590651 28166(28167.8) 28166(28170) 0

socfb-UCLA 20453 747604 15223(15223.6) 15222(15223.8) 1

socfb-UF 35111 1465654 27305(27305.7) 27305(27307.9) 0

inf-roadNet-CA 1957027 2760388 1001272(1001306.3) 1001263(1001315.1) 9

inf-roadNet-PA 1087562 1541514 555220(555242) 555205(555235.9) 15

rec-amazon 91813 125704 47606(47606) 47605(47605.8) 1

rt-retweet-crawl 1112702 2278852 81041(81043.8) 81045(81047.5) -4

sc-nasasrb 54870 1311227 51241(51243.6) 51241(51242.2) 0

sc-pwtk 217891 5653221 207712(207717.2) 207712(207716.3) 0

sc-shipsec1 140385 1707759 117298(117313.8) 117256(117284.1) 42

sc-shipsec5 179104 2200076 147130(147171.3) 147124(147163.3) 6

soc-buzznet 101163 2763066 30625(30625) 30618(30621.6) 7

soc-delicious 536108 1365961 85685(85695.5) 85597(85638.8) 88

soc-digg 770799 5907132 103244(103245.3) 103243(103244.5) 1

soc-flickr 513969 3190452 153272(153272) 153271(153272.1) 1

soc-FourSquare 639014 3214986 90108(90108.0) 90108(90108.5) 0

soc-livejournal 4033137 27933062 1869030(1869034.7) 1869035(1869049.1) -5

tech-as-skitter 1694616 11094209 527185(527195.3) 527177(527199.9) 8

tech-RL-caida 190914 607610 74930(74938.9) 74901(74918.6) 29

scc infect-dublin 10972 175573 9104(9104) 9103(9103) 1

web-spam 4767 37375 2298(2298) 2297(2297) 1

web-wikipedia2009 1864433 4507315 648314(648320.4) 648316(648319.6) -2

graphs. FastVC get the same size of vertex cover on 6 graphs and smaller size on

4 graphs.

On the other hand, we also run WalkVC for 100,000 seconds on those 5 graphs

where FastVC finds better solutions. The results in Table 2.3 shows that WalkVC

find a better solution on socfb-A-anon than FastVC, still worse solutions on

sc-pkustk13 and same solutions on the remaining 3 graphs.

Performance with different parameter values: Table 2.4 shows the perfor-

mance of WalkVC with different parameter settings for p ranging from 0.1 to 0.9,

while k is fixed to 50 as FastVC. We observe that lower p value leads to better ∆̄.

The reason is that lower p will improve the quality of the solution on some the
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Table 2.3: Results on the 5 graphs on which running WalkVC for 100 times
of cutoff.

Graph |V | |E| FastVC WalkVC×100 ∆

Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg)

socfb-A-anon 3097165 23667394 375231(375232.8) 375230(375230.4) 1

socfb-Berkeley13 22900 852419 17210(17212.8) 17210(17210.4) 0

socfb-UConn 17206 604867 13230(13231.6) 13230(13230.3) 0

sc-pkustk13 94893 3260967 89217(89220.6) 89231(89233.4) -14

web-BerkStan 12305 19500 5384(5384) 5384(5384.0) 0

graphs significantly, but the number of wins falls behind. For a p with value like

0.6, also the ∆̄ is smaller than lower p value, but it did better on win/loss ratio.

1. For most settings, WalkVC wins more than FastVC.

2. For all the settings, WalkVC finds better quality solutions than FastVC on

average.

Table 2.4: Experimental results on different values of p over 10 runs. #win
means the number of graphs where WalkVC finds better quality covers, and the

meaning of #lose is analogous. ∆̄ means the average ∆ on all 136 graphs

p 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

#win/lose 15/26 15/20 16/18 16/12 19/8 24/5 19/9 18/11 14/8

∆̄ 5.8 6.4 4.6 3.4 2.5 1.8 1 0.2 0.2

Parameter Sensitivity on k:

We tested WalkVC with two different parameter setting for k, i.e., k = 20 and

k = 80. The results are shown in Table 2.5. We use #win(wmin) to denote number

of graphs where the new setting finds smaller wmin than the defaulting setting

(k=50). Similarly we use #lose(wmin), #win(wavg), #lose(wavg) and #draw.

From Table 2.5 we find that the two variants have different performances with

k = 50, and WalkVC is sensitive to the parameter k.

Long-time Performance of FastVC and WalkVC:

To analyze the long-time performance of FastVC and WalkVC, we test them with

a cutoff of 100,000 seconds. The cover-size currently found (|C∗|) and respective
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Table 2.5: Experimental results on different values of k in the BMS strategy
of WalkVC, compare to the performances when k is set to 50

k #win(wmin) #lose(wmin) #win(wavg) #lose(wavg) #draw

20 17 12 21 21 107

80 12 8 24 13 116

time stamp is recorded on average over ten runs. On huge graphs we observed

similar curves, so we only present the curves from three large graphs in different

classes (See Figure 2.1 to Figure 2.3). We find that:

1. The best solutions are updated frequently within 1,000 seconds.

2. Very limited quality improvements can be observed after 1,000 seconds.

3. Often, the curve of WalkVC is at the down-left side of that of FastVC, i.e.,

no matter which cutoff we use WalkVC always outperforms FastVC.

Figure 2.1: Long-time performance of instances sc-shipsec5.
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Figure 2.2: Long-time performance of instances soc-livejournal.

Results with B&R

As shown in Table 2.6, we do not report the instances where WalkVC and B&R

return the same minimum size of vertex cover. We find that:

1. Over the 136 instances, WalkVC finds the same solutions as B&R on 99

instances. This means that WalkVC, as a local search based solver, returns

optimal solutions on a considerable portion of the instances.

2. B&R fails to return solutions on 25 challenging or large instances within

24 hours, while WalkVC obtains solutions within 1000 seconds on these
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Figure 2.3: Long-time performance of instances tech-as-skitter.

instances. This illustrates that incomplete solvers can obtain optimal or

near-optimal solutions to large or challenging instances within reasonable

time.

3. There are 12 instances where B&R obtains better solutions than WalkVC.

For incomplete solvers, there is room for improvement on these instances.

WalkVC produces results only slightly worse than B&R on socfb-A-anon,

sc-ldoor, web-BerkStan, web-webbase-2001.

2.2.3 Results

In Section 2.2, we have developed a new algorithm named WalkVC for solving

MinVC problem on massive real-world graphs. The experimental results show

that WalkVC outperforms FastVC on nearly all classes of large graphs.The results
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Table 2.6: Experimental results with B&R. We bold the smaller value of
minimum size between the two algorithms. Timeouts are denoted as ‘-’. The ∆
values were reported for those columns where both algorithms produce a result.

Graph |V | |E| B&R WalkVC ∆

socfb-A-anon 3097165 23667394 375230 375232 -2

socfb-Berkeley13 22900 852419 - 17211

socfb-CMU 6621 249959 - 4986

socfb-Duke14 9885 506437 - 7683

socfb-Indiana 29732 1305757 - 23315

socfb-MIT 6402 251230 - 4657

socfb-OR 63392 816886 - 36548

socfb-Penn94 41536 1362220 - 31161

socfb-Stanford3 11586 568309 - 8517

socfb-Texas84 36364 1590651 - 28166

socfb-UCLA 20453 747604 - 15222

socfb-UConn 17206 604867 - 13231

socfb-UCSB37 14917 482215 - 11261v

socfb-UF 35111 1465654 - 27305

socfb-UIllinois 30795 1264421 - 24091

socfb-Wisconsin87 23831 835946 - 18383

inf-roadNet-CA 1957027 2760388 - 1001263

inf-roadNet-PA 1087562 1541514 - 555205

rt-retweet-crawl 1112702 2278852 81040 81045 -5

sc-ldoor 952203 20770807 856754 856755 -1

sc-nasasrb 54870 1311227 - 51241

sc-pkustk13 94893 3260967 - 89231

sc-pwtk 217891 5653221 - 207712

sc-shipsec1 140385 1707759 - 117256

sc-shipsec5 179104 2200076 - 147124

soc-buzznet 101163 2763066 30613 30618 -5

soc-delicious 536108 1365961 85298 85597 -299

soc-digg 770799 5907132 103234 103243 -9

soc-livejournal 4033137 27933062 1868903 1869035 -132

soc-pokec 1632803 22301964 - 843422

tech-as-skitter 1694616 11094209 - 527177

tech-RL-caida 190914 607610 74593 74901 -308

web-arabic-2005 163598 1747269 114420 114426 -6

web-BerkStan 12305 19500 5384 5385 -1

web-it-2004 509338 7178413 414507 414671 -164

web-webbase-2001 16062 25593 2651 2652 -1

web-wikipedia2009 1864433 4507315 - 648316
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with B&R show that WalkVC could return solutions on some challenging or large

instance within reasonable time.
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2.3 NoiseVC for Minimum Vertex Cover in Mas-

sive Graphs

Since the traditional best-picking heuristic has high complexity, FastVC replaces

it with an approximate best-picking strategy. However, since best-picking has

been proved to be powerful for a wide range of problems, abandoning it may be a

great sacrifice. In this work, we have developed a local search MinVC solver which

utilizes best-picking with noise to remove vertices, named NoiseVC10. Experiments

conducted on a broad range of massive real-world graphs show that our proposed

method finds better vertex covers on many graphs than local search algorithms

which were state-of-the-art at the time of publication.

2.3.1 NoiseVC for MinVC in Massive Graphs

The Top-Level Algorithm of NoiseVC

We describe the NoiseVC algorithm on a top level in this subsection and the details

of the proposed functions will be given and analyzed in the next subsection.

NoiseVC outlined in Algorithm 6 adopts the local search framework for MinVC

in Algorithm 1 and mainly uses the BestPickingWithNoise to replace the BMS

strategy in FastVC. In the construction phase (Line 1), a starting vertex cover is

constructed by a function named ConstructV C() which is introduced in FastVC.

In the local search phase (Lines 2 to 11), whenever NoiseVC obtains a vertex cover,

a vertex with minimum loss is removed based on the min-heap data structure.

In the exchanging step (Lines 7 to 11), NoiseVC first chooses a vertex in C to

remove, which is accomplished by the BestPickingWithNoise() function. Then

the algorithm selects an uncovered edge randomly and chooses the endpoint of

this edge with greater gain (breaking ties in favor of the older one) to add it into

10The work of NoiseVC [Ma et al., 2016b] has been published in 14th Pacific Rim International
Conference on Artificial Intelligence.
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Algorithm 6: the proposed NoiseVC

input : a graph G = (V,E), the cutoff time
output: a vertex cover of G

1 C ← ConstructV C() ;
2 while elapsed time < cutoff do
3 if C covers all edges then
4 C∗ ← C;
5 remove a vertex with the minimum loss;
6 continue;

7 u ← BestPickingWithNoise(C);
8 remove u from C;
9 e ← a random uncovered edge;

10 v ← the endpoint of e with greater gain, breaking ties in favor of the older
one;

11 add v into C;

12 return C∗;

C. It should be noted that along with removing or adding a vertex, the algorithm

will update the loss and gain values of the vertex and its neighbors.

Min-heap for Best-picking in Massive Graphs

Many of these real-world graphs have millions of vertices and dozens of millions

of edges. The traditional best-picking heuristic, which aims at choosing the best

element according to some criterion, is very time-consuming for these massive

data sets. Therefore, in FastVC best-picking heuristic is replaced by BMS, which

approximates best-picking very well. BMS works as follows: Choose k vertex

randomly with replacement from C, and then return a vertex with the minimum

loss, breaking ties in favor of the oldest one. Since k is set to 50 in FastVC, BMS

chooses a vertex whose loss value is among the best 10% in C with a probability

of 99.48%. However, the best 10% can be a huge number in massive graphs.

Instead of abandoning best-picking heuristic, we exploit min-heap [Cormen et al.,

2001] for best-picking in this work. The vertices in C are used to build a min-heap

according to their loss value, which is used for choosing the vertex with the min-

imum loss. The vertex with the minimum loss is returned by heap-minimum(C)
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in our min-heap. We use heap-minimum(C) to denote the result of best-picking

by min-heap. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that a heap is used

for best-picking in MinVC solving.

Complexity Analysis: Along with remove or add a vertex v, we have to update

the loss value of its neighbors. The time complexity for the operation of get min

value is O(1), for the operation of remove the min value is O(dmax| lg V |), and for

the operation of insert a value is O(dmax| lg V |). Therefore the worst complexity of

our best-picking is O(dmax| lg V |), where dmax is the maximum degree in a graph.

Since most massive real-world graphs are sparse graphs [Chung Graham and Lu,

2006, Eubank et al., 2004], the value of dmax is usually not large. On the other

hand, the complexity of traditional best-picking heuristic in NuMVC is O(|V |)

which is very time-consuming for massive graphs.

Best-picking with a noisy strategy

During the exchanging step, best-picking can easily be trapped by local minima. In

this work, we introduce noise to help it escape from local minima. When choosing

a vertex to remove, BestPickingWithNoise() is shown in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7: our proposed BestPickingWithNoise

input : a vertex set C, a noise parameter p
output: a vertex v ∈ C

1 With probability p: v ← a vertex with the minimum loss, breaking ties in favor
of the oldest one;

2 With probability 1− p: v ← a random vertex in C;
3 return v;

The parameter p is fixed to 0.4 in advance for all the experiments. This means

that the parameter p in this study is instance-independent. Different p values are

only used to test parameter sensitivity.

There are two modes in Algorithm 7: the greedy mode (Line 1) and the random

mode (Line 2). BestPickingWithNoise() switches between the two modes at a

certain probability. In the greedy mode, a vertex with minimum loss is returned
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by heap-minimum(C). In the random mode, a vertex is selected randomly to avoid

local optima.

Relationship with Other Heuristics: The proposed best-picking with a noisy

strategy is a new kind of random walk, which is an efficient and effective method

with very low time complexity to improve local search. The existing random walk

strategy focused on choosing a variable (vertex) from a random unsatisfied con-

straint (unsatisfied clause or uncovered edge). Our random walk strategy considers

all satisfied constraints, and it chooses a vertex from C where all the incident edges

are covered.

2.3.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

This section compares NoiseVC with FastVC using massive real-world graphs,

since FastVC outperforms other existing local search algorithms on finding vertex

covers in massive graphs.

Benchmark

To verify the effectiveness of our method, we conducted comparative experiments

on a broad range of massive real-world graphs. All 139 instances [Rossi and

Ahmed, 2015] are downloaded11, which were originally online12. We excluded three

extremely large ones, since they are out of memory for both solvers here. Many of

these massive real-world graphs contain millions of vertices and dozens of millions

of edges. Recently, some of these graphs are used to test parallel algorithms for

Maximum Clique [Rossi et al., 2014] and Coloring problems [Rossi and Ahmed,

2014].

11http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/∼caisw/Resource/realworld%20graphs.
tar.gz

12http://www.graphrepository.com/networks.php
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The benchmark used in our experiments can be divided into 12 classes: biological

networks, collaboration networks, Facebook networks, interaction networks, in-

frastructure networks, Amazon recommend networks, retweet networks, scientific

computation networks, social networks, technological networks, web lint networks,

and temporal reachability networks.

Setup

NoiseVC was implemented in C++13, and FastVC was also implemented in C++14.

Both solvers were compiled by g++ 4.6.3 with the option ‘-O3’. The experiments

were conducted on a cluster equipped with a number of Intel(R) Xeon(R) central

processing units (CPUs) X5650 @2.67GHz with 8GB RAM, running Red Hat San-

tiago OS. In our experiments, the probability parameter p is fixed to be 0.4. For

FastVC, we adopt the parameter setting reported in Cai [2015]. Both solvers are

run ten times on each instance with a time limit of 1000 seconds if not mentioned

explicitly. For each solver on each instance, we report the minimum size (“Cmin”)

and averaged size (“Cavg”) of vertex covers found by the solver. To clarify the

comparisons, we report the difference (“∆”) between the minimum sizes of ver-

tex cover found by NoiseVC and FastVC. A positive (negative) means NoiseVC

(FastVC) finds a smaller vertex cover.

Experimental Results

The experimental results are shown in Table 2.7. We tested all the 136 instances

and the results on graphs where NoiseVC and FastVC return solutions with both

the same Cmin and Cavg are not reported in Table 2.7.

According to the results in Table 2.7, we observe that:

1. Out of 44 graphs, NoiseVC finds better and worse vertex covers than FastVC

in 23 and 8 graphs, respectively.

13https://github.com/math6068/NoiseVC
14http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/∼caisw/Code/FastVCv2015.11.zip
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Table 2.7: Experimental results on massive real-world graphs. A positive ∆
means NoiseVC finds a smaller vertex cover, while a negative ∆ means FastVC
finds a smaller vertex cover. For ∆ 6= 0, we bold the smaller value of minimum
size (Cmin) between the two algorithms, and for ∆ = 0, we bold the smaller
value of average size (Cavg) and perform Welch’s t-test(“+” indicates the average

value differs significantly between the two algorithms,“-” otherwise.)

Graph |V | |E| FastVC NoiseVC ∆

Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg)

socfb-A-anon 3097165 23667394 375231(375232.8) 375233(375233) -2

socfb-B-anon 2937612 20959854 303048(303048.8) 303049(303049) -1

socfb-Berkeley13 22900 852419 17210(17212.8) 17210(17212.1-) 0

socfb-CMU 6621 249959 4986(4986.5) 4986(4986+) 0

socfb-Duke14 9885 506437 7683(7683.1) 7683(7683-) 0

socfb-Indiana 29732 1305757 23315(23317.3) 23314(23316.3) 1

socfb-OR 63392 816886 36548(36549.2) 36547(36547.8) 1

socfb-Penn94 41536 1362220 31162(31164.8) 31161(31164) 1

socfb-Stanford3 11586 568309 8518(8518) 8517(8517.6) 1

socfb-Texas84 36364 1590651 28167(28171.4) 28166(28170.3) 1

socfb-UCLA 20453 747604 15223(15224.3) 15222(15223.8) 1

socfb-UConn 17206 604867 13230(13231.6) 13230(13231.2-) 0

socfb-UCSB37 14917 482215 11261(11263.1) 11261(11261.1+) 0

socfb-UF 35111 1465654 27306(27309.1) 27305(27308.3) 1

socfb-UIllinois 30795 1264421 24091(24092.6-) 24091(24093.60) 0

socfb-Wisconsin87 23831 835946 18383(18385.1) 18383(18383.8-) 0

ia-infect-dublin 410 2765 293(293.5) 293(293+) 0

inf-roadNet-CA 1957027 2760388 1001273(1001310.9) 1001269(1001302) 4

inf-roadNet-PA 1087562 1541514 555220(555242.8) 555191(555226.4) 29

rec-amazon 91813 125704 47606(47606) 47605(47605.5) 1

rt-retweet-crawl 1112702 2278852 81048(81048) 81046(81046.9) 2

sc-ldoor 952203 20770807 856755(856757.4) 856756(856758.2) -1

sc-nasasrb 54870 1311227 51244(51247.4) 51242(51245.2) 2

sc-pkustk11 87804 2565054 83911(83912.5) 83911(83911.8-) 0

sc-pkustk13 94893 3260967 89217(89220.6) 89241(89248.5) -24

sc-pwtk 217891 5653221 207716(207719.9) 207707(207715.2) 9

sc-shipsec1 140385 1707759 117318(117338.4) 117246(117273.6) 72

sc-shipsec5 179104 2200076 147140(147175) 147115(147142.8) 25

soc-buzznet 101163 2763066 30625(30625) 30618(30622.3) 7

soc-delicious 536108 1365961 85686(85696.4) 85527(85596.9) 159

soc-digg 770799 5907132 103244(103245.3) 103244(103245-) 0

soc-flickr 513969 3190452 153272(153272) 153271(153272) 1

soc-FourSquare 639014 3214986 90109(90109.3) 90108(90109.3) 1

soc-gowalla 196591 950327 84222(84222.3) 84222(84222.2-) 0

soc-livejournal 4033137 27933062 1869045(1869053.7) 1869036(1869048.2) 9

soc-pokec 1632803 22301964 843422(843434.8) 843426(843433.6) -4

tech-as-skitter 1694616 11094209 527185(527196) 527253(527274.7) -68

tech-RL-caida 190914 607610 74930(74938.9) 74863(74883.5) 67

scc infect-dublin 10972 175573 9104(9104) 9103(9103) 1

web-arabic-2005 163598 1747269 114426(114427.2) 114427(114428.2) -1

web-BerkStan 12305 19500 5384(5384) 5385(5385) -1

web-it-2004 509338 7178413 414671(414676.3-) 414671(414676.8) 0

web-spam 4767 37375 2298(2298) 2297(2297) 1

web-wikipedia2009 1864433 4507315 648317(648321.7-) 648317(648323.5) 0
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2. NoiseVC finds the same minimum vertex cover as FastVC in 13 graphs, among

which NoiseVC obtains the smaller average size of vertex cover for 10 graphs (bold

value in Table 1).

3. NoiseVC outperforms FastVC for 8 classes of instances listed in Table 1, except

for technological networks and web link networks.

Table 2.8 shows the performances on those instances where two solvers return both

the same Cmin and Cavg values. We also present the averaged number of steps to

locate a solution, and the number of steps executed in each millisecond. The time

columns show that NoiseVC outperforms FastVC on 24 instances, while FastVC

is faster than NoiseVC on 10 instances. The last two columns reveal that the

complexity per step in NoiseVC is much lower than that in FastVC.

Statistical Significance Testing: For the graphs where Noice and FastVC re-

turn the same Cmin but different Cavg solutions, the significance testing (Welch’s

t-test [Welch, 1947], using an alpha level of 0.05) is performed to evaluate whether

he average value differs significantly between the two algorithms. From Table 2.7

we found that there are three graphs where WalkVC got significant average values,

including socfb-CMU, socfb-UCSB37 and ia-infect-dublin.

Speed Improvements: Over a half of the 23 graphs where we found smaller

covers, NoiseVC makes a large progress. Now we show how large the progress is.

We enlarged the cutoff to be 100 times as large as before (i.e., 100,000s), and

tested FastVC over such graphs. The results are shown in Table 2.9. Also, we

present the respective results of NoiseVC within 1,000 seconds in this table.

As is shown in Table 2.9, even within such a large cutoff, FastVC does not get the

same solution quality as NoiseVC does with a cutoff of 1,000 seconds for any of

these 12 graphs.

On the other hand, we also run NoiseVC for 100,000 seconds on those 8 graphs

where FastVC finds better solutions. The results in Table 2.10 shows that WalkVC

find a better solution on 5 graphs than FastVC, still worse solutions on sc-pkustk13
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Table 2.8: Comparative performances on instances where both solvers return
the same Cmin and Cavg values. We bold the better value between two solvers

Graph time #step/ms
FastVC NoiseVC FastVC NoiseVC

bio-celegans <0.01 <0.01 992 1999
bio-diseasome <0.01 <0.01 794 2351
bio-dmela <0.01 0.012 929 1515
bio-yeast <0.01 <0.01 903 2766
ca-AstroPh 0.038 0.035 683 735
ca-citeseer 1.503 0.562 334 811
ca-coauthors-dblp 14.344 22.297 258 135
ca-CondMat 0.030 0.021 678 1090
ca-CSphd <0.01 <0.01 919 4135
ca-dblp-2010 2.197 0.749 381 911
ca-dblp-2012 5.625 1.799 316 809
ca-Erdos992 <0.01 <0.01 1091 2687
ca-GrQc <0.01 <0.01 701 1575
ca-HepPh 0.02 0.02 650 580
ca-hollywood-2009 25.814 50.033 220 104
ca-MathSciNet 5.296 4.159 376 689
ca-netscience <0.01 <0.01 759 2520
ia-email-EU <0.01 <0.01 940 1006
ia-email-univ <0.01 <0.01 942 1562
ia-enron-large 0.072 0.054 585 1150
ia-fb-messages <0.01 <0.01 1108 1649
ia-infect-hyper <0.01 <0.01 1041 653
ia-reality <0.01 <0.01 1153 1368
ia-wiki-Talk 0.159 0.112 601 913
inf-power 0.013 <0.01 850 2889
rt-retweet <0.01 <0.01 962 4351
rt-twitter-copen <0.01 <0.01 863 3312
sc-msdoor 18.180 37.031 312 143
socfb-MIT 72.995 6.442 952 386
soc-BlogCatalog 0.323 0.679 541 228
soc-dolphins <0.01 <0.01 1036 2427
soc-douban 0.012 0.014 964 1002
soc-epinions 0.231 0.176 619 1418
soc-flixter 3.398 1.924 438 430
soc-lastfm 1.637 1.604 617 493
soc-LiveMocha 26.357 21.853 483 310
soc-slashdot 0.287 0.301 547 818
soc-twitter-follows 0.037 0.044 1004 211
soc-wiki-Vote <0.01 <0.01 951 2380
soc-youtube 9.200 7.350 318 644
soc-youtube-snap 26.553 12.115 198 592
tech-as-caida2007 <0.01 <0.01 746 1707
tech-internet-as 0.026 0.022 495 1409
tech-p2p-gnutella 0.023 0.014 746 1147
tech-routers-rf <0.01 <0.01 914 2138
tech-WHOIS <0.01 <0.01 940 964
scc enron-only <0.01 <0.01 813 191
scc fb-forum <0.01 <0.01 719 164
scc fb-messages <0.01 <0.01 509 75
scc infect-hyper <0.01 <0.01 850 163
scc reality 0.035 0.023 323 24
scc retweet <0.01 <0.01 914 264
scc retweet-crawl 0.060 0.029 513 1848
scc rt alwefaq <0.01 <0.01 842 2121
scc rt assad <0.01 <0.01 849 2700
scc rt bahrain <0.01 <0.01 846 4403
scc rt barackobama <0.01 <0.01 963 3600
scc rt damascus <0.01 <0.01 1105 5219
scc rt dash <0.01 <0.01 780 5205
scc rt gmanews <0.01 <0.01 947 1186
scc rt gop <0.01 <0.01 972 7795
scc rt http <0.01 <0.01 1442 7897
scc rt israel <0.01 <0.01 1107 7918
scc rt justinbieber <0.01 <0.01 1091 1452
scc rt ksa <0.01 <0.01 1058 4544
scc rt lebanon <0.01 <0.01 1338 8566
scc rt libya <0.01 <0.01 901 6338
scc rt lolgop <0.01 <0.01 1156 820
scc rt mittromney <0.01 <0.01 966 5342
scc rt obama <0.01 <0.01 1328 9077
scc rt occupy <0.01 <0.01 777 4513
scc rt occupywallstnyc <0.01 <0.01 907 1285
scc rt oman <0.01 <0.01 801 6134
scc rt onedirection <0.01 <0.01 867 864
scc rt p2 <0.01 <0.01 1019 7554
scc rt qatif <0.01 <0.01 882 7185
scc rt saudi <0.01 <0.01 1004 2793
scc rt tcot <0.01 <0.01 956 7273
scc rt tlot <0.01 <0.01 1010 7216
scc rt uae <0.01 <0.01 946 6493
scc rt voteonedirection <0.01 <0.01 1145 7006
scc twitter-copen <0.01 0.01 790 110
web-edu <0.01 <0.01 981 2237
web-google <0.01 <0.01 754 1849
web-indochina-2004 0.148 0.172 629 1214
web-polblogs <0.01 <0.01 902 1942
web-sk-2005 15.511 6.455 424 864
web-uk-2005 0.045 0.038 360 60
web-webbase-2001 0.024 <0.01 695 1801
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and same solutions on the remaining 2 graphs. The result on teck-as-skitter

is impressive, which decreases the size of vertex cover from 527253 to 526471.

Table 2.9: Results on the 23 graphs on which running FastVC for 100 times
of cutoff

Graph |V | |E| FastVC×100 NoiseVC ∆

Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg)

socfb-Indiana 29732 1305757 23313(23315) 23314(23316.3) -1

socfb-OR 63392 816886 36547(36548.4) 36547(36547.8) 0

socfb-Penn94 41536 1362220 31158(31160.5) 31161(31164) -3

socfb-Stanford3 11586 568309 8517(8517.6) 8517(8517.6) 0

socfb-Texas84 36364 1590651 28166(28167.8) 28166(28170.3) 0

socfb-UCLA 20453 747604 15223(15223.6) 15222(15223.8) 1

socfb-UF 35111 1465654 27305(27305.7) 27305(27308.3) 0

inf-roadNet-CA 1957027 2760388 1001272(1001306.3) 1001269(1001302) 3

inf-roadNet-PA 1087562 1541514 555220(555242) 555191(555226.4) 29

rec-amazon 91813 125704 47606(47606) 47605(47605.5) 1

rt-retweet-crawl 1112702 2278852 81041(81043.8) 81046(81046.9) -5

sc-nasasrb 54870 1311227 51241(51243.6) 51242(51245.2) -1

sc-pwtk 217891 5653221 207712(207717.2) 207707(207715.2) 5

sc-shipsec1 140385 1707759 117298(117313.8) 117246(117273.6) 52

sc-shipsec5 179104 2200076 147130(147171.3) 147115(147142.8) 15

soc-buzznet 101163 2763066 30625(30625) 30618(30622.3) 7

soc-delicious 536108 1365961 85685(85695.5) 85527(85596.9) 158

soc-flickr 513969 3190452 153272(153272) 153271(153272) 1

soc-FourSquare 639014 3214986 90108(90108) 90108(90109.3) 0

soc-livejournal 4033137 27933062 1869030(1869034.7) 1869036(1869048.2) -6

tech-RL-caida 190914 607610 74930(74938.9) 74863(74883.5) 67

scc infect-dublin 10972 175573 9104(9104) 9103(9103) 1

web-spam 4767 37375 2298(2298) 2297(2297) 1

Table 2.10: Results on the 8 graphs on which running NoiseVC for 100 times
of cutoff.

Graph |V | |E| FastVC NoiseVC×100 ∆

Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg)

socfb-A-anon 3097165 23667394 375231(375232.8) 375230(375232.1) 1

socfb-B-anon 2937612 20959854 303048(303048.8) 303048(303048.7) 0

sc-ldoor 952203 20770807 856755(856757.4) 856754(856754.5) 1

sc-pkustk13 94893 3260967 89217(89220.6) 89241(89248.5) -24

soc-pokec 1632803 22301964 843422(843434.8) 843406(843416.0) 16

tech-as-skitter 1694616 11094209 527185(527196) 526471(526596.7) 714

web-arabic-2005 163598 1747269 114426(114427.2) 114423(114423.1) 3

web-BerkStan 12305 19500 5384(5384) 5384(5384) 0
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Parameter Testing on p

Table 2.11: Experimental results on different values of p over 10 runs. #win
means the number of graphs where NoiseVC finds better quality covers than
FastVC, and the meaning of #lose is analogous. ∆̄ means the average ∆ on all

136 graphs

p 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

#win/lose 14/24 22/11 21/9 23/8 21/9 16/10 14/14 10/18 10/18

∆̄ 5.8 4 2.7 2.2 1.2 1 -0.1 -0.7 -0.8

Table 2.11 shows the results of NoiseVC with different parameter p ranging from

0.1 to 0.9. We make a comparison with FastVC on average ∆ over 136 instances

and win/loss ratio. NoiseVC outperforms FastVC on average ∆ on a wide range

of parameter settings, from 0.1 to 0.6. On the win/loss ratio, NoiseVC did better

for p values ranging from 0.2 to 0.6, while FastVC did better on p=0.1,0.8,0.9.

They have the same win/loss ratio when p=0.7.

Individual Component Testing

There are two major changes in NoiseVC compared with FastVC. One is the min-

heap and the other one is random walk. In this section, we show the impact

of each change through experiments. Two experiments were conducted named

HeapVC and RandomVC, respectively. HeapVC is the version of NoiseVC with

min-heap only. RandomVC is the version of NoiseVC with random walk only.

Table 2.12 shows the results of comparing HeapVC and RandomVC with NoiseVC

on 47 graphs where three algorithms returned different sizes of minimum vertex

cover. NoiseVC finds better solutions on 36 graphs which outperforms the other

two. RandomVC finds better solutions on 12 graphs while HeapVC gets 10. This

means that combining this two individual component generate a better solver.
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Table 2.12: Experimental results of individual component testing for NoiseVC.

Graph HeapVC RandomVC NoiseVC

Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg)

socfb-A-anon 375233(375233.00) 375231(375232.60) 375233(375233)

socfb-B-anon 303049(303049.00) 303048(303048.90) 303049(303049)

socfb-Berkeley13 17212(17213.90) 17286(17302.30) 17210(17212.1)

socfb-CMU 4987(4987.00) 5011(5020.70) 4986(4986)

socfb-Duke14 7684(7686.20) 7709(7731.20) 7683(7683)

socfb-Indiana 23318(23323.10) 23408(23435.40) 23314(23316.3)

socfb-MIT 4657(4658.00) 4679(4688.00) 4657(4657)

socfb-OR 36547(36548.60) 36595(36611.90) 36547(36547.8)

socfb-Penn94 31165(31169.60) 31276(31305.10) 31161(31164)

socfb-Stanford3 8518(8518.50) 8547(8556.00) 8517(8517.6)

socfb-Texas84 28175(28179.30) 28277(28319.20) 28166(28170.3)

socfb-UCLA 15225(15227.20) 15298(15309.30) 15222(15223.8)

socfb-UConn 13233(13236.60) 13287(13315.00) 13230(13231.2)

socfb-UCSB37 11264(11265.90) 11326(11336.70) 11261(11261.1)

socfb-UF 27310(27316.40) 27417(27440.90) 27305(27308.3)

socfb-UIllinois 24095(24099.80) 24204(24236.40) 24091(24093.60)

socfb-Wisconsin87 18386(18390.90) 18459(18488.30) 18383(18383.8)

ia-infect-dublin 294(294.00) 293(293) 293(293)

inf-roadNet-CA 1001278(1001327.40) 1001583(1001702.10) 1001269(1001302)

inf-roadNet-PA 555216(555241.40) 555474(555545.60) 555191(555226.4)

rec-amazon 47606(47606.00) 47607(47609.40) 47605(47605.5)

rt-retweet-crawl 81048(81048.00) 81040(81043.20) 81046(81046.9)

sc-ldoor 856758(856758.90) 856767(856770.50) 856756(856758.2)

sc-msdoor 381558(381558.90) 381567(381570.20) 381558(381558.9)

sc-nasasrb 51245(51249.30) 51408(51435.60) 51242(51245.2)

sc-pkustk11 83912(83913.00) 83937(83957.00) 83911(83911.8)

sc-pkustk13 89218(89220.70) 89366(89404.10) 89241(89248.5)

sc-pwtk 207711(207718.30) 207838(207880.60) 207707(207715.2)

sc-shipsec1 117319(117351.00) 117653(117705.30) 117246(117273.6)

sc-shipsec5 147151(147166.60) 147320(147368.20) 147115(147142.8)

soc-BlogCatalog 20752(20752.00) 20753(20754.60) 20752(20752.0)

soc-buzznet 30625(30625.00) 30635(30643.30) 30618(30622.3)

soc-delicious 85709(85727.60) 85422(85447.70) 85527(85596.9)

soc-digg 103245(103245.40) 103234(103235.80) 103244(103245)

soc-flickr 153272(153272.10) 153271(153272.00) 153271(153272)

soc-FourSquare 90110(90110.00) 90108(90108.00) 90108(90109.3)

soc-gowalla 84222(84222.40) 84228(84230.70) 84222(84222.2)

soc-livejournal 1869039(1869043.90) 1869175(1869243.80) 1869036(1869048.2)

soc-LiveMocha 43427(43427.00) 43445(43456.10) 43427(43427.0)

soc-pokec 843425(843432.80) 843522(843543.70) 843426(843433.6)

tech-as-skitter 527294(527299.30) 527176(527208.90) 527253(527274.7)

tech-RL-caida 74941(74949.50) 74708(74718.00) 74863(74883.5)

scc infect-dublin 9104(9104.00) 9103(9103) 9103(9103)

web-arabic-2005 114426(114427.00) 114428(114429.90) 114427(114428.2)

web-BerkStan 5384(5384.00) 5390(5391.20) 5385(5385)

web-spam 2298(2298.00) 2297(2297.90) 2297(2297)

web-wikipedia2009 648320(648325.50) 648333(648338.30) 648317(648323.5)
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2.3.3 Results

In Section 2.3, a new algorithm named NoiseVC for MinVC in massive real-world

graphs has been introduced. A heap with noisy strategy is exploited for best-

picking in the local search phase. The experiments conducted on massive real-

world graphs show the effectiveness of NoiseVC compared with FastVC.

2.4 Collation and Discussion

In this section, the experimental results of FastVC with Configuration Checking

(FastVC-CC) and FastVC with Tabu (FastVC-Tabu) were reported first. After

that, a comparison between our proposed WalkVC and NoiseVC is presented in

this section.

2.4.1 FastVC-Tabu and FastVC-CC

The implementation details of FastVC-Tabu and FastVC-CC are as follows:

FastVC-Tabu: We maintain a Tabu [Glover, 1989] list contains the vertex that

has just been added into C in the most recent step. The vertex in the Tabu list is

not allowed to remove from C.

FastVC-CC: The idea of CC is that vertices whose circumstance information has

not been changed since the lase removal are not allowed to added [Cai et al., 2011].

A boolean array confChange is used to implement the CC. confChange[v] =

1 denotes that the configuration of v has changed since its last removal from

the candidate solution C, confChange[v] = 0 otherwise. At the beginning,

confChange[v] is set to 1 for all the vertices. If a vertex v is removed from

C, set confChange[v] = 0, and confChange[u] = 1 where u is v’s neighbour. If

add v into C, set confChange[u] = 1.
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FastVC-Tabu and FastVC-CC are also performed ten times on each instance

with a time limit of 1,000 seconds, and have the same experimental environment

and benchmarks as FastVC and WalkVC. The experimental results of compari-

son among FastVC, FastVC-Tabu, FastVC-CC and WalkVC are reported in Ta-

ble 2.13. There are totally 51 graphs where the four algorithms return different

sizes of vertex covers on minimum value or average value. We focus on compar-

ing the minimum size of the vertex cover returned by every algorithms. WalkVC

finds smaller vertex cover on 17 graphs, which outperforms the others. Both

FastVC-Tabu (wins 9 graphs) and FastVC (wins 9 graphs) obtain worse results

than FastVC-CC (wins 13 graphs).

2.4.2 Comparison between WalkVC and NoiseVC

The comparison between the proposed WalVC and NoiseVC is presented is this

section. The result is shown in Table 2.14. There are totally 22 graphs where

the WalkVC and NoiseVC find different size of minimum vertex covers. WalkVC

returned better solutions than NoiseVC on 12 graphs, while NoiseVC gets bet-

ter solutions on 10 graphs. Therefore, WalkVC achieves slightly better perfor-

mance than NoiseVC. On the other hand, NoiseVC could finds much smaller size

(greater than 1) of vertex cover on 6 graphs including inf-roadNet-PA, sc-pwtk,

sc-shipsec1, sc-shipsec5, soc-delicious and tech-RL-caida, while WalkVC

finds much smaller size on 4 graphs including inf-roadNet-CA, sc-pkustk13,

soc-pokec and tech-as-skitter.
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Table 2.13: Experimental results of comparison among FastVC-Tabu,
FastVC-CC, FastVC, WalkVC on large real-world graphs. We bold the smaller
value of minimum size (Cmin), and if they find the minimum size we bold the

smaller value of average size (Cavg).

Graph FastVC-Tabu FastVC-CC FastVC WalkVC

Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg)

socfb-A-anon 375231(375232.80) 376685(376704.20) 375231(375232.8) 375232(375232.9)

socfb-B-anon 303048(303048.80) 304342(304358.00) 303048(303048.8) 303048(303048.9)

socfb-Berkeley13 17211(17212.20) 17321(17325.90) 17210(17212.8) 17211(17212.6)

socfb-CMU 4986(4986.70) 5007(5008.50) 4986(4986.5) 4986(4986.8)

socfb-Duke14 7683(7683) 7724(7726.40) 7683(7683.1) 7683(7683)

socfb-Indiana 23314(23317.00) 23525(23530.20) 23315(23317.3) 23315(23316.3)

socfb-MIT 4657(4657) 4670(4671.30) 4657(4657) 4657(4657)

socfb-OR 36548(36548.90) 36554(36555.50) 36548(36549.2) 36548(36548.1)

socfb-Penn94 31163(31165.20) 31395(31403.00) 31162(31164.8) 31161(31163)

socfb-Stanford3 8518(8518.00) 8546(8547.10) 8518(8518) 8517(8517.9)

socfb-Texas84 28168(28170.40) 28423(28427.30) 28167(28171.4) 28166(28170)

socfb-UCLA 15222(15223.90) 15320(15321.80) 15223(15224.3) 15222(15223.8)

socfb-UConn 13230(13231.20) 13333(13335.20) 13230(13231.6) 13231(13231.4)

socfb-UCSB37 11261(11262.80) 11330(11332.30) 11261(11263.1) 11261(11261.8)

socfb-UF 27306(27308.60) 27537(27543.30) 27306(27309.1) 27305(27307.9)

socfb-UIllinois 24091(24094.60) 24296(24299.80) 24091(24092.6) 24091(24093.9)

socfb-Wisconsin87 18383(18385.00) 18526(18527.20) 18383(18385.1) 18383(18384.3)

ia-infect-dublin 293(293.30) 293(293) 293(293.5) 293(293)

inf-roadNet-CA 1001293(1001330.30) 1000081(1000124.10) 1001273(1001310.9) 1001263(1001315.1)

inf-roadNet-PA 555219(555240.10) 554454(554468.60) 555220(555242.8) 555205(555235.9)

rec-amazon 47606(47606) 47606(47606) 47606(47606) 47605(47605.8)

rt-retweet-crawl 81047(81047.80) 81124(81127.80) 81048(81048) 81045(81047.5)

sc-ldoor 856755(856757.30) 856755(856756.60) 856755(856757.4) 856755(856757.2)

sc-msdoor 381558(381558.9) 381558(381559.6) 381558(381558.9) 381558(381558.9)

sc-nasasrb 51244(51248.20) 51285(51287.30) 51244(51247.4) 51241(51242.2)

sc-pkustk11 83911(83913.00) 83911(83913.10) 83911(83912.5) 83911(83911.5)

sc-pkustk13 89217(89220.00) 89270(89275.70) 89217(89220.6) 89231(89234.5)

sc-pwtk 207716(207719.40) 207682(207688.50) 207716(207719.9) 207712(207716.3)

sc-shipsec1 117312(117331.40) 117089(117101.50) 117318(117338.4) 117256(117284.1)

sc-shipsec5 147144(147176.10) 146782(146787.30) 147140(147175) 147124(147163.3)

soc-buzznet 30625(30625.00) 30615(30615.00) 30625(30625) 30618(30621.6)

soc-delicious 85686(85696.00) 85396(85412.10) 85686(85696.4) 85597(85638.8)

soc-digg 103244(103245.30) 103237(103237.90) 103244(103245.3) 103243(103244.5)

soc-douban 8685(8685) 8704(8704.00) 8685(8685) 8685(8685)

soc-flickr 153272(153272) 153272(153272) 153272(153272) 153271(153272.1)

soc-flixster 96317(96317) 96873(96873.00) 96317(96317) 96317(96317)

soc-FourSquare 90108(90109.00) 90351(90357.00) 90109(90109.3) 90108(90108.5)

soc-gowalla 84222(84222.20) 84222(84222.20) 84222(84222.3) 84222(84222.3)

soc-lastfm 78688(78688) 79056(79060.60) 78688(78688) 78688(78688)

soc-livejournal 1869039(1869046.30) 1869013(1869028.30) 1869045(1869053.7) 1869035(1869049.1)

soc-pokec 843423(843433.30) 844170(844178.40) 843422(843434.8) 843422(843429.1)

soc-twitter-follows 2323(2323) 2327(2327.50) 2323(2323) 2323(2323)

tech-as-skitter 527186(527199.20) 527169(527206.10) 527185(527196) 527177(527199.9)

tech-p2p-gnutella 15682(15682) 15691(15692.30) 15682(15682) 15682(15682)

tech-RL-caida 74931(74939.10) 74702(74716.60) 74930(74938.9) 74901(74918.6)

scc infect-dublin 9104(9104.00) 9103(9103.80) 9104(9104) 9103(9103)

web-arabic-2005 114427(114427.50) 114426(114427.70) 114426(114427.2) 114426(114427.1)

web-BerkStan 5384(5384) 5384(5384) 5384(5384) 5385(5385)

web-it-2004 414671(414676.00) 414671(414674.40) 414671(414676.3) 414671(414675.1)

web-spam 2298(2298.00) 2297(2297) 2298(2298) 2297(2297)

web-wikipedia2009 648315(648319.90) 648312(648319.80) 648317(648321.7) 648316(648319.6)
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Table 2.14: Experimental results on massive real-world graphs for comparing
NoiseVC with WalkVC. A positive ∆ means NoiseVC finds a smaller vertex

cover, while a negative ∆ means WalkVC finds a smaller vertex cover.

Graph |V | |E| WalkVC NoiseVC ∆

Cmin(Cavg) Cmin(Cavg)

socfb-A-anon 3097165 23667394 375232(375232.90) 375233(375233) -1

socfb-B-anon 2937612 20959854 303048(303048.90) 303049(303049) -1

socfb-Berkeley13 22900 852419 17211(17212.60) 17210(17212.1) 1

socfb-Indiana 29732 1305757 23315(23316.30) 23314(23316.3) 1

socfb-OR 63392 816886 36548(36548.10) 36547(36547.8) 1

socfb-UConn 17206 604867 13231(13231.40) 13230(13231.2) 1

inf-roadNet-CA 1957027 2760388 1001263(1001315.10) 1001269(1001302) -6

inf-roadNet-PA 1087562 1541514 555205(555235.90) 555191(555226.4) 14

rt-retweet-crawl 1112702 2278852 81045(81047.50) 81046(81046.9) -1

sc-ldoor 952203 20770807 856755(856757.20) 856756(856758.2) -1

sc-nasasrb 54870 1311227 51241(51242.20) 51242(51245.2) -1

sc-pkustk13 94893 3260967 89231(89234.50) 89241(89248.5) -10

sc-pwtk 217891 5653221 207712(207716.30) 207707(207715.2) 5

sc-shipsec1 140385 1707759 117256(117284.10) 117246(117273.6) 10

sc-shipsec5 179104 2200076 147124(147163.30) 147115(147142.8) 9

soc-delicious 536108 1365961 85597(85638.80) 85527(85596.9) 70

soc-digg 770799 5907132 103243(103244.50) 103244(103245) -1

soc-livejournal 4033137 27933062 1869035(1869049.10) 1869036(1869048.2) -1

soc-pokec 1632803 22301964 843422(843429.10) 843426(843433.6) -4

tech-as-skitter 1694616 11094209 527177(527199.90) 527253(527274.7) -76

tech-RL-caida 190914 607610 74901(74918.60) 74863(74883.5) 38

web-arabic-2005 163598 1747269 114426(114427.10) 114427(114428.2) -1



Chapter 3

Cliques on Massive Graphs

In this chapter, we introduce an new algorithm for MEWC problem on massive

real-world graphs. A new heuristics based on Deterministic Tournament Selection

is used for selecting edges during the local search stage.

3.1 LS-DTS for MEWC on Massive Graphs

The maximum edge weight clique (MEWC) problem is essential in both theories

and applications. During the last decades, there has been much interest in finding

optimal or near-optimal solutions to this problem. Many existing heuristics focuses

on academic benchmarks of relatively small size. However, very little attention has

been paid to solving the MEWC problem in large sparse graphs. In this work, we

exploit the so-called deterministic tournament selection (DTS) strategy to improve

the local search MEWC algorithms, and based on this we propose a new algorithm

named LS-DTS1. Experiments conducted on a broad range of large sparse graphs

show that our algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art local search algorithms in

this benchmark at the time of publication. Moreover, it finds better solutions on

a list of them.

1LS-DTS [Ma et al., 2017] has been published in the 30th Australasian Joint Conference on
Artificial Intelligence.

52
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3.1.1 Introduction

The rapid growth of the Internet, widespread deployment of sensors and other

fields produced huge quantity of massive data sets, which has generated a series of

computational challenges to existing algorithms. Hence, new algorithms need to be

designed to deal with these data sets. Many data sets can be represented as graphs,

and the study of large real-world graphs, also known as complex networks [Traud

et al., 2011], has become an active research agenda over recent decades.

Given a simple undirected graph where edges are weighted, the maximum edge

weight clique (MEWC) problem is to find a clique whose total edge weight is max-

imum. This problem exists in many real applications like [Adamczewski et al.,

2015, Adluru et al., 2015, Czajkowska et al., 2015, Deng et al., 2017, Ma and Late-

cki, 2012, Mascia et al., 2010]. However, it is NP-hard and difficult to approximate

[Feige, 2004], so improving the algorithms on this problem is of great importance.

There are two types of algorithms for MEWC: complete algorithms e.g. [Alidaee

et al., 2007, Gouveia and Martins, 2015] and incomplete ones e.g. [Mascia et al.,

2010, Pullan, 2008]. In this work, we focus on solving MEWC problem through

the incomplete ones, that is using local search to find a clique whose weight is as

high as possible.

A correlated problem of the MEWC problem is the maximum vertex weight clique

(MVWC) problem which asks for a clique with the highest total vertex weight.

Recently this problem attracts much attention in the constraint optimization com-

munity like [Cai and Lin, 2016, Fan et al., 2016, Fang et al., 2016, Wang et al.,

2016b, Wu et al., 2012].

Although there has been great progress in MVWC solving, very little attention

is being paid to the MEWC problem. The reason may be that MEWC is more

complicated and thus difficult to solve, from the viewpoint of algorithm design.

For example in MVWC solving, when computing the upper-bound for a vertex v,

we can simply sum up the weights of v’s neighbors. However, in MEWC, we have

to sum up the edge weights among v and its neighbors, which is more complicated.
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Hence, those bounds which are shown to be useful in MVWC solving may lose their

power in MEWC solving. So it is not easy to adopt the strategies in [Cai and Lin,

2016, Fang et al., 2014, Jiang et al., 2017] to solve the MEWC problem.

On the other hand, local search seems to be a simple but effective approach.

Local search for MVWC usually moves from one clique to another until the cutoff

arrives. During the search procedure, it moves to the neighboring clique with

the highest weight by adding, dropping or swapping vertices, according to some

tabu criterion. This approach can easily be adapted to solve the MEWC problem.

So it seems that for local search, the MVWC problem and the MEWC problem

can be solved in very similar ways. Moreover, some well-known strategies like

the multi-neighborhood greedy search, the randomized tabu strategy, the strong

configuration checking strategy, the deterministic tournament selection and the

data structures, can all be adopted to solve the MEWC problem trivially.

LSCC (Local search with Strong Configuration Checking) [Wang et al., 2016b]2

was shown to be effective on both standard and large benchmarks. Our observa-

tions find that it can be adapted to solve the MEWC problem straightforwardly.

Similarly, another local search solver LMY-GRS [Fan et al., 2016], which is pow-

erful for solving the MVWC problem on large sparse graphs, can also be adapted

to solve the MEWC problem easily. Therefore, in this work, we adapt them to

deal with edge weights and evaluate them in MEWC solving.

To the best of our knowledge, current local search methods solve the MVWC

problem and the MEWC problem in nearly the same way. That is, there are no

local search techniques which are specialized for edge weights or vertex weights.

Although current techniques can be widely used due to their generality, they may

fail to tailor the local search to specific problem structures.

2In [Wang et al., 2016b], there are LSCC and LSCC+BMS. LSCC is better on DIMACS and
BHOSLIB. LSCC+BMS is better on large crafted graphs. For simplicity, we write both versions
as LSCC if it is understood from the context or there are no confusions.
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Proposed Improvements

In this work, we proposed a strategy which is specialized for edge weights. It

selects some edges with high weight, and uses their endpoints as the starting point

of local search. The intuition is that the search space is huge and we can only

visit a very small part of the space within reasonable time periods, so we have

to choose some promising parts. More specifically we choose an edge with high

weight by the deterministic tournament selections (DTS) [Miller and Goldberg,

1995]. Given a set S and a positive integer k, the DTS heuristic works as follows:

randomly select k elements from S with replacements and then return the best one.

Note that BMS (Algorithm 4) is a specialized variant of DTS, which exploits the

DTS for vertex selection in large graphs. Based on DTS for selecting edges, we

develop a novel local search solver called LS-DTS3, which is dedicated to solve the

MEWC problem on large sparse graphs. It is different with BMS that we exploit

DTS for edge selection.

We conduct experiments on a broad range of large sparse graphs. The experimental

results show that our solver LS-DTS outperforms LSCC, LSCC+BMS and LMY-

GRS.

3.1.2 Preliminaries

Formally the MEWC problem is defined over a graph G = (V,E,w), where V =

{v1, . . . , vn} is the vertex set, each edge e ∈ E is a 2-element subset of V and

w : E 7→ R≥0 is the weighting function on E. A clique C is a subset of V s.t. each

pair of vertices in C is mutually adjacent. The MEWC problem is to find a clique

which maximizes

∑
vi,vj∈C and i 6=j

w({vi, vj}). (3.1)

3https://github.com/math6068/LS-DTS
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Given an edge e = {u, v}, we say that u and v are neighbors, and u and v are

adjacent to each other. Also we use N(v) = {u|u and v are neighbors.} to denote

the set of v’s neighbors. We use dmax(G) to denote the maximum degree of graph

G, suppressing G if understood from the context. The age of a vertex v (age(v))

is defined as the number of steps since the last time its state has been selected or

not.

Scoring Function

Let S be a set of vertices4, then we define w(S) as

∑
vi,vj∈S and {vi,vj}∈E

w({vi, vj}). (3.2)

We use score(v, S) to denote the increase of w(S) when v is added into or dropped

from S as below

score(v, S) =

 w(S ∪ {v})− w(S) if v 6∈ S;

w(S\{v})− w(S) if v ∈ S.
(3.3)

Then we use score(u, v, S) to denote the increase of w(S) when u and v are

swapped, that is,

score(u, v, S) = w(S\{u} ∪ {v})− w(S), (3.4)

where u ∈ S, v 6∈ S and {u, v} 6∈ E.

Notice that the score values may be negative. In our solver we will use the score

value to measure the benefits of a local move. For efficiency, we maintain the score

values of adding and dropping with the proposition below.

Proposition 1.

1. score(u, ∅) = 0 for all u ∈ V ;

4S does not need to be a clique.
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2. score(v, S\{u})=score(v, S)+w({v, u}) for all v ∈ (N(u) ∩ S);

3. score(v, S ∪ {u}) = score(v, S)− w({v, u}) for all v ∈ (N(u) ∩ S);

4. score(v, S\{u}) = score(v, S)− w({v, u}) for all v ∈ (N(u)\S);

5. score(v, S ∪ {u}) = score(v, S) + w({v, u}) for all v ∈ (N(u)\S).

Then we compute the score of swapping with the proposition below.

Proposition 2. score(u, v, S)=score(u, S)+score(v, S).

A vertex has two possible states: inside and outside the candidate solution. We

use age(v) to denote the number of steps since last time v changed its state.

The Strong Configuration Checking Strategy

Recently, Cai et al. [2011] proposed a strategy called configuration checking (CC),

which exploits the problem structure to reduce cycling in local search. Roughly

speaking, for combinatorial problems whose tasks are to find an optimal set of

elements, the idea of CC can be described as follows. For an element (such as a

vertex), if its local environment remains the same as the last time it was removed

out of the candidate set, then it is forbidden to be added back into the candi-

date set. Typically, the local environment of a vertex refers to the state of its

neighboring vertices.

The CC strategy is usually implemented with an array named confChange, where

confChange(v) = 1 means v’s local environment has changed since last time it

was removed, and confChange(v) = 0 otherwise.

Later Wang et al. [2016b] modified CC into a more restrictive version, which is

called Strong Configuration Checking (SCC), to deal with the MVWC problem.

The main idea of the SCC strategy is as follows: after a vertex v is dropped from

or swapped from C, it can be added back into C only if one of its neighbors is

added into C. More specifically the SCC strategy is specified as the following

rules.
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1. Initially confChange(v) is set to 1 for each vertex v;

2. When v is added, confChange(n) is set to 1 for all n ∈ N(v);

3. When v is dropped, confChange(v) is set to 0;

4. When (u, v) ∈ Sswap are swapped, confChange(u) is set to 0.

3.1.3 DTS for Selecting Edges

Usually, the edge weights can vary considerably among each other, so if an edge

has a high weight, it is likely to be contained in a good clique. By selecting such

an edge, we give higher priority to visit a clique containing it. This provides a

promising starting point for the following local search procedure.

In this work, we proposed a strategy which is specialized for edge weights. It is

based on the well-known deterministic tournament selection which is widely used

in genetic algorithms [Miller and Goldberg, 1995]. Given a set S and a positive

integer k, the DTS heuristic works as follows: randomly select k elements from S

with replacements and then return the best one.

We formalize the DTS for selecting edges in Algorithm 8 [Miller and Goldberg,

1995] as below.

Algorithm 8: DTS

input : an edge set E, a positive integer k
output: a vertex v

1 S ← ∅ ;
2 e∗ ← a random edge from E;
3 for iteration ← 2 to k do
4 e← a random edge from E;
5 if w(e) > w(e∗) then e∗ ← e;

6 v ← a random vertex in e∗;
7 return v;

The DTS heuristic has some advantages: (1) it is greedy because it approximates

the best-picking heuristic well; (2) it provides some diversification in that it chooses
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an element among some very good ones; (3) the greediness and the randomness

can easily be controlled by a parameter. Actually the parameter k controls the

greediness, i.e., a greater k means more greediness while a smaller k means less

greediness.

Our main contribution for using DTS is hilighted as follows:

• We firstly using DTS in local search for the MEWC problems, which provides

an approximate best-picking strategy for searching on large graphs.

• The DTS is used for generating an edge. After that, we randomly select a

vertex from this edge since DTS is too greedy. This help add a diversification

mechanism.

3.1.4 The LS-DTS Algorithm

3.1.4.1 Multi-neighborhood Search

Usually, to find a good clique, the local search moves from one clique to another

until the cutoff arrives, then it returns the best clique that has been found. There

are three operators in Multi-neighborhood Search [Wu et al., 2012]: add, swap

and drop, which guide the local search to move in the clique space. In [Fan et al.,

2016], two sets Sadd and Sswap were defined as below which ensures that the clique

property is preserved.

Sadd =

{v|v 6∈ C, v ∈ N(u) for all u ∈ C} if |C| > 0;

∅, otherwise,

(3.5)
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Sswap =

{(u, v)|u ∈ C, v 6∈ C, {u, v} 6∈ E, v ∈ N(w) for all w ∈ C\{u}} if |C| > 1;

∅, otherwise,

(3.6)

These definitions have a nice property as below, which make them desirable in

solving large sparse graphs.

Proposition 3. |Sadd| ≤ dmax, and |Sswap| ≤ 2dmax [Fan et al., 2016].

In large sparse graphs dmax is always small, so this proposition shows that Sadd and

Sswap are always small. Therefore the complexity of best-picking over these two

sets is guaranteed to be low.

3.1.4.2 The LS-DTS Algorithm

The top level algorithm of LS-DTS is shown in Algorithm 9, where the localMove()

procedure is shown in Algorithm 10. For simplicity, in Algorithm 10 we write

score(v) in short for score(v, C), and score(u, v) in short for score(u, v, C).

Algorithm 9: our proposed LS-DTS

input : A graph G = (V,E,wE)
output: The best clique that was found

1 C ← ∅; C∗ ← ∅; step← 1; confChange(v)← 1 for all v ∈ V ;
2 while elapsed time < cutoff do localMove() ;
3 return C∗;

In each local move, LS-DTS selects a neighboring clique with the highest weight

according to the SCC criterion. Every L steps, the search is restarted.

The details of localMove() are shown in Algorithm 10. In Algorithm 10, LS-

DTS adopts the multi-neighborhood greedy search from MN/TS [Wu et al., 2012]

which is shown between Line 3 and Line 11. In this greedy search procedure,

as LSCC, LS-DTS exploits the Strong Configuration Checking (SCC) strategy
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Algorithm 10: the modified LocalMove

1 if C = ∅ then
2 v ← DTS(); add v into C;

3 v ← a vertex in Sadd s.t. confChange(v) = 1 with the biggest score(v), breaking
ties in favor of the oldest one; otherwise v ← NULL;

4 (u, u′)← a pair in the Sswap s.t. confChange(u′) = 1 with the biggest
score(u, u′), breaking ties in favor of the oldest u′; otherwise (u, u′)← (NULL,
NULL);

5 if v 6= NULL then
6 if (u, u′) = (NULL, NULL) or score(v) > score(u, u′) then C ← C ∪ {v} ;
7 else C ← C\{u} ∪ {u′} ;

8 else
9 v ← a vertex in C with the biggest score, breaking ties in favor of the oldest

one;
10 if (u, u′) = (NULL, NULL) or score(v) > score(u, u′) then C ← C\{v} ;
11 else C ← C\{u} ∪ {u′} ;

12 step← step+ 1;
13 if w(C) > w(C∗) then C∗ ← C;
14 if step mod L = 0 then
15 drop all vertices in C;
16 step← step+ 1;

17 update confChange array according to SCC rules;
18 if w(C) > w(C∗) then C∗ ← C;

[Wang et al., 2016a] in place of the randomized tabu strategy in MN/TS. The SCC

strategy, which is a dynamic tabu management strategy, exploits local environment

information to determine in which condition a forbidden operation will become

allowed.

When C becomes an empty clique in Line 1, LS-DTS starts the local search from a

vertex return by DTS(). Furthermore, Line 14 ensures that the search will restart

every L steps. LS-DTS sets L to be 4,000 so do MN/TS, LSCC and LMY-GRS.

Lastly, we remind readers that we adopted two data structures in LMY-GRS [Fan

et al., 2016] to implement our solver. The first one is named Connect Clique

Degrees and Clique Neighbors, which can maintain Sadd and Sswap without ex-

clusively traversing all the vertices in V . The other one is A Hash Table for

Determining Neighbor Relations, which employ a one-to-one function and a
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hash table to judge whether two vertices are neighbours with a complexity of O(1)

on average.

3.1.5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we carry out extensive experiments to evaluate LS-DTS on a wide

range of large sparse graphs.

The Competitors

So far as we know, the most prominent local search solver for the MEWC problem

is PLS [Pullan, 2008] which extends the Phased Local Search algorithm to MEWC.

It solves the MVWC and the MEWC problem in very similar ways.

Considering that there has been large progress in MVWC solving, e.g., the multi-

neighborhood greedy search and the strong configuration checking strategy, the

approach in [Pullan, 2008] falls behind. So in this work, we adopted two recent

local search solvers LSCC 5 and LMY-GRS6 to solving the MEWC problem, since

they represent state-of-the-art.

Experiment setup

All the solvers in this work were implemented in C++, and compiled by g++ 4.6.3

with the ‘-O3’ option. The experiments were conducted on a cluster equipped with

Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 2.3GHz with 32GB RAM, running CentOS6.

The search depth L in LSCC, LSCC+BMS, LMY-GRS and LS-DTS was set to

4,000. In LSCC+BMS, the BMS parameter k was set to 100 as is in [Wang et al.,

2016b]. For LS-DTS, the DTS parameter k was fixed to 50 for all the experiments7.

5https://github.com/math6068/MEWC-LSCC-BMP
6https://github.com/math6068/LMY-GRS
7Different values of k are only used to test parameter sensitivity, which will be discussed.
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Each solver is executed on each instance with a time limit of 1,000 seconds, with

seeds from 1 to 10. For each algorithm on each instance, we report the maximum

edge weight “wmax”) and averaged edge weight (“wavg”) of the cliques found by

the algorithm.

Details of Benchmarks

We downloaded all 139 instances [Rossi and Ahmed, 2015]8, which were originally

online9, and then transformed to DIMACS graph format. In such a format, the

size of an input file storing a graph G, is proportional to the number of edges in

G. We excluded three extremely large ones since they are out of memory for the

two algorithms here. Therefore the remaining 136 instances are used for testing

the solvers in our experiments.

In many of these large graphs, there are millions of vertices and dozens of millions

of edges. To obtain the corresponding MEWC instances, we use the same method

as in [Pullan, 2008]. For the edge {i, j}, w({u, v}) = ((i+ j) mod 200) + 1.

The graphs used in our experiments can be divided into 11 classes: biological

networks, collaboration networks, Facebook networks, interaction networks, in-

frastructure networks, amazon recommend networks, retweet networks, scientific

computation networks, social networks, technological networks, web link networks.

There is also a group of temporal reachability networks, where the graphs are small

and the algorithms quickly found the same quality solution on all the graphs.

Hence, the result in this group is not reported in our experiment.

Main Results

We only report the results of 38 graphs if one of the four algorithms finds the

different values of wmax or wavg. The main experimental results are shown in

Table 3.1. From this table we find that,

8http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/∼caisw/Resource/realworld%20graphs.
tar.gz

9http://www.graphrepository.com/networks.php
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Table 3.1: Experimental results on large sparse graphs if one of the four
algorithms find different wmax or wavg values. We bold the cells with the greater
values (larger size of weights) of wmax in shades of blue, and wavg in shades of
gray. The Welch’s t-test is performed between LMY-GRS and LS-DTS if they
return the same wmax bu different wavg (“+” indicates the average value differs

significantly between the two algorithms,“-” otherwise.

Graph LSCC LSCC+BMS LMY-GRS LS-DTS

wmax(wavg) wmax(wavg) wmax(wavg) wmax(wavg)

ca-citeseer 451135(254584.1) 451135(322432.0) 451135(451135.0) 451135(451135.0)

ca-coauthors-dblp 5661008(5359200.8) 5661008(5109263.7) 5661008(5661008.0) 5661008(5661008.0)

ca-dblp-2010 276575(221523.5) 276575(206365.0) 276575(276575.0) 276575(276575.0)

ca-hollywood-2009 245095624(229025126.6)245095624(≈ 2.4 ∗ 108)245095624(166832908.6)245095624(226282461.2)

ca-MathSciNet 32364(20300.9) 25393(18195.9) 32364(32364.0) 32364(32364.0)

inf-roadNet-CA 597(597.0) 597(597.0) 1050(1050.0) 1050(1050.0)

inf-roadNet-PA 993(993.0) 993(993.0) 1164(1164.0) 1164(1164.0)

inf-road-usa 567(567.0) 567(558.0) 1092(1092.0) 1092(1092.0)

rec-amazon 1686(1531.6) 1686(1566.4) 1866(1866.0) 1866(1866.0)

rt-retweet-crawl 4020(4020.0) 8262(6989.4) 8262(7413.6-) 8262(6989.4)

sc-ldoor 38990(37260.0) 39570(37846.0) 40610(40610.0) 40610(40610.0)

sc-msdoor 39550(38236.0) 39550(38314.0) 40250(40250.0) 40250(40250.0)

sc-nasasrb 51040(50657.6) 51040(50657.6) 51040(51040.0) 51040(51040.0)

sc-pkustk11 77580(69262.0) 77580(73692.0) 77580(77580.0) 77580(77580.0)

sc-pkustk13 99915(95501.5) 94080(93468.0) 99915(94393.5) 99915(96825.0-)

sc-pwtk 51888(50281.2) 51888(50522.8) 51888(51888.0) 51888(51888.0)

sc-shipsec1 45126(33624.7) 45126(36190.1) 45126(45126.0) 45126(45126.0)

sc-shipsec5 48576(47223.6) 48576(47335.4) 48576(48576.0) 48576(48576.0)

soc-digg 123757(94136.7) 123757(102589.9) 123757(111055.5) 123757(115291.4-)

soc-flixster 47685(47685.0) 47685(47685.0) 47685(47677.0) 47685(47640.0)

soc-FourSquare 45982(45982.0) 45982(45982.0) 45982(43121.2) 45982(43539.8)

soc-gowalla 30226(24149.2) 22630(22630.0) 22630(22590.0) 30226(23389.6)

soc-lastfm 11266(10412.7) 10047(10047.0) 11266(10887.3-) 11266(10656.5)

soc-livejournal 81460(28406.8) 81460(32161.4) 2289993(1222371.1) 2289993(1958073.9+)

soc-orkut 96682(45829.9) 74911(46446.7) 72188(50334.5) 96682(55740.6-)

soc-pokec 25603(17587.3) 19959(17794.4) 38202(25734.1) 30121(24361.6)

socfb-A-anon 25615(20483.1) 32532(20994.7) 32532(28129.3) 32532(28129.3)

socfb-B-anon 22441(18330.7) 22441(18198.5) 28384(23161.7) 28384(23308.6-)

socfb-MIT 54696(54696.0) 54696(54696.0) 54696(54677.6) 54696(54696.0-)

socfb-Penn94 93079(93079.0) 93079(93079.0) 93079(92045.1) 93079(93079.0-)

socfb-Stanford3 131675(131675.0) 131675(131675.0) 131675(131675.0-) 131675(131665.0)

socfb-UF 149419(149419.0) 149419(149419.0) 149419(148600.5) 149419(149419.0-)

tech-as-skitter 179915(158512.6) 179915(162907.7) 179915(166687.1) 179915(166687.1)

tech-p2p-gnutella 903(886.5) 903(888.9) 903(903.0) 903(903.0)

web-it-2004 8035767(4233906.9) 9282115(5332859.0) 9308691(9308691.0) 9308691(9308691.0)

web-sk-2005 401124(339784.8) 401124(390852.0) 401124(401124.0) 401124(401124.0)

web-uk-2005 12572200(12559868.4) 12572200(12146305.8) 12572200(12572200.0) 12572200(12572200.0)

web-wikipedia200946785(29626.8) 46785(32679.2) 46832(46832.0-) 46832(46827.3)
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1. LS-DTS outperforms all other solvers regarding the solution quality.

2. Compared to LMY-GRS, LS-DTS finds better and worse solutions in 11 and

6 graphs respectively.

Since LS-DTS is based on LMY-GRS, we further compare LS-DTS and LMY-GRS

in the following.

Time and Step Improvements

For the 85 instances where LS-DTS and LMY-GRS return both the same wmax

and wavg values, we compare the averaged time, as well as and the number of steps

to locate the respective solutions. From Table 3.2 we observe that:

1. The time columns show that LS-DTS is faster than LMY-GRS on most of

these instances.

2. The step columns illustrate that our heuristic is more clever than LMY-GRS

on most graphs, in that it needs much fewer steps to locate the solutions.

Further observations show that, on each graph in Table 3.2 except socfb-A-anon

and tech-as- skitter, LS-DTS found the same quality solution in all runs, so

as LMY-GRS. This shows that the two solvers are insensitive to seeds over these

graphs.

The step columns also show the superiority of our strategy, because the number of

steps needed to locate a solution only relies on the strategy. It is irrelevant to the

running environment, the data structures as well as the programming techniques.

From Tables 3.2, among all the 11 classes of graphs. We find that LS-DTS is

superior in 7 classes on steps, while LMY-GRS is better in 4 classes.

Statistical Significance Testing: For the graphs where LS-DTS and LMY-GRS

return the same Cmin but different Cavg solutions, the significance testing (Welch’s

t-test [Welch, 1947], using an alpha level of 0.05) is performed to evaluate whether
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Table 3.2: Comparative performances on the instances where LMY-GRS and
LS-DTS return the same wmax and wavg values. We bold the better values in

shaded cells.

Graph time #step
LMY-GRS LS-DTS LMY-GRS LS-DTS

bio-celegans 0.336 0.167 17620.4 8820.5
bio-diseasome <0.001 <0.001 97.1 94.1
bio-dmela 0.039 0.043 1974.5 2140.1
bio-yeast <0.001 <0.001 626.5 617
ca-AstroPh 28.262 20.192 404137 347673
ca-citeseer 46.753 4.566 3255350 321791
ca-coauthors-dblp 115.205 75.297 663396 316425
ca-CondMat 9.737 10.588 593689 652068
ca-CSphd 0.001 0.002 1737.4 1760.7
ca-dblp-2010 16.256 5.151 810286 265328
ca-dblp-2012 5.899 2.848 258712 118697
ca-Erdos992 0.001 0.003 108.6 83.6
ca-GrQc 0.01 0.009 1364.8 2545.2
ca-HepPh 0.258 0.139 5611.6 1554
ca-MathSciNet 201.822 201.919 11162200 7602890
ca-netscience 0.036 0.023 30856.3 18025.8
ia-email-EU 0.115 0.119 957.6 587.7
ia-email-univ 0.005 0.002 500.5 484.6
ia-enron-large 24.663 30.129 47745.9 53325.3
ia-enron-only 0.028 0.030 7216.7 8418.7
ia-fb-messages 0.008 0.006 106.3 116
ia-infect-dublin 0.080 0.024 13278.9 3689.5
ia-infect-hyper 0.118 0.208 10035.8 19232
ia-reality 0.005 0.005 274.6 223.2
ia-wiki-Talk 0.729 1.442 1084.9 1406
inf-power 0.010 0.004 2267.5 2035.8
inf-roadNet-CA 3.939 6.724 1912020 2810280
inf-roadNet-PA 1.244 1.234 536135 525639
inf-road-usa 92.853 39.837 26994100 11596300
rec-amazon 0.075 0.111 38215.2 60678.7
rt-retweet <0.001 <0.001 83.6 121.5
rt-twitter-copen <0.001 <0.001 74.4 72.8
sc-msdoor 261.813 252.347 31414800 28946000
sc-nasasrb 7.633 8.643 808128 972502
sc-pkustk11 140.514 83.618 10601300 5037680
sc-pwtk 55.054 36.550 5729330 4299690
sc-shipsec1 20.841 17.613 2784070 1876090
sc-shipsec5 78.511 18.981 11293200 2702440
soc-BlogCatalog 120.191 205.804 7770.2 14141.4
soc-brightkite 394.281 143.673 1729650 600864
soc-buzznet 50.438 171.688 3340.5 10203.8
soc-delicious 25.520 35.564 28990.5 38567
soc-dolphins <0.001 <0.001 19.1 16.5
soc-douban 0.339 0.198 5645.7 2261.5
soc-epinions 53.221 27.777 479236 259627
soc-flickr 55.894 16.425 22618.9 4291.7
soc-karate <0.001 <0.001 15.6 8.3
soc-LiveMocha 0.381 0.360 198.8 205.5
soc-slashdot 0.277 0.294 529.6 900.4
soc-twitter-follows 5.489 5.323 17262.5 18688.1
soc-wiki-Vote <0.001 <0.001 105.7 121
soc-youtube 11.455 7.652 5293.5 3680.2
soc-youtube-snap 84.058 132.746 8979.9 12976.7
socfb-A-anon 453.944 347.777 461488 325436
socfb-Berkeley13 189.775 135.750 373326 276905
socfb-CMU 21.011 16.014 69727.4 51317.4
socfb-Duke14 13.409 16.866 38746.7 37527.9
socfb-Indiana 73.643 63.928 235903 149565
socfb-OR 48.231 45.355 207749 223313
socfb-Texas84 116.618 176.882 186177 244536
socfb-uci-uni 86.270 163.999 66388.8 136236
socfb-UCLA 114.036 78.595 337721 209763
socfb-UConn 28.706 15.912 127718 76159.6
socfb-UCSB37 57.321 57.451 266970 183756
socfb-UIllinois 153.354 147.381 554564 455851
socfb-Wisconsin87 96.978 73.474 395674 214891
tech-as-caida2007 0.032 0.040 38.6 47.5
tech-as-skitter 265.709 124.921 52609.7 19752.8
tech-internet-as 0.973 0.393 2436.3 1234.8
tech-p2p-gnutella 0.122 0.102 14829.6 12201.8
tech-RL-caida 3.770 3.461 24900.2 25023.5
tech-routers-rf 0.092 0.071 6860.2 5683.9
tech-WHOIS 2.169 0.962 14634.5 7375.6
web-arabic-2005 0.243 0.179 11523.7 18335.8
web-BerkStan 0.005 0.005 1171.6 1687.4
web-edu 0.050 0.018 3550.7 1119.5
web-google 0.001 0.001 931.1 1307.2
web-indochina-2004 0.130 0.020 9037 1054.3
web-it-2004 12.003 4.754 304937 69621
web-polblogs <0.001 <0.001 139.9 131.5
web-sk-2005 5.825 0.580 1096210 157384
web-spam 72.264 32.147 776421 328820
web-uk-2005 4.455 2.880 155745 72339.4
web-webbase-2001 7.702 1.248 61332.5 8160
web-wikipedia2009 361.855 362.694 1365900 1174920
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he average value differs significantly between the two algorithms. From Table 3.1

we found that there is one graph soc-livejournal where LS-DTS got significant

average value, while there is no such graphs for LMY-GRS.

Parameter Sensitivity

We tested LS-DTS with two different parameter setting for k, i.e., k = 20 and

k = 80. The results are shown in Table 3.3. We use #win(wmax) to denote number

of graphs where the new setting finds better wmax than the defaulting setting

(k=50). Similarly we use #lose(wmax), #win(wavg), #lose(wavg) and #draw.

From Table 3.3 we find that the two variants perform very close to the default

solver. That is, our solver is insensitive to the parameter k.

Table 3.3: Experimental results on different values of k in DTS, compare to
the performances when k is set to 50

k #win(wmax) #lose(wmax) #win(wavg) #lose(wavg) #draw

20 0 0 7 8 87

80 0 1 6 7 88

3.1.6 Results

In this section, we proposed a new algorithm named LS-DTS for the MEWC

problem on large sparse graphs. Also, we adopted two recent local search solvers

LSCC and LMY-GRS to solve the MEWC problem. Experiments on a broad range

of large sparse graphs demonstrate the effectiveness of LS-DTS.



Chapter 4

Regularizing Deep Learning

In this chapter, we introduced a dropout with Tabu strategy for regularizing deep

neural networks, which is called Tabu Dropout in Section 4.2. Tabu is a widely

used heuristics in local search. We designed a short-term-memory Tabu strategy

for guiding dropout. In the Section 4.3, a new dropout strategy named Annealing

Curriculum Dropout for improving the Curriculum Dropout is introduced.

4.1 Introduction

With the vast amount of data and powerful hardware resources, deep learning al-

gorithms [Deng and Yu, 2014, Goodfellow et al., 2016, LeCun et al., 2015, Schmid-

huber, 2015] have obtained high performance across many applications, such as

computer vision [He et al., 2016, Krizhevsky et al., 2012, LeCun et al., 2010] and

natural language processing [Collobert and Weston, 2008, Mikolov et al., 2011].

DNN is one of the most widely adopted showcases of deep learning algorithms.

It contains multiple non-linear hidden layers, which can learn very complicated

relationships in the data. However, by building such a complex model, it is more

likely to perfectly fit the training data with less generalization for the real test-

ing data. This leads to overfitting which is a major problem for neural networks.

Many regularization methods have been proposed to reduce overfitting, including

68
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soft weight-sharing [Nowlan and Hinton, 1992], early stopping technique, and L1

and L2 regularization.

Dropout [Hinton et al., 2012, Srivastava et al., 2014] is a regularization technique

specific developed to address the overfitting problem of DNN. During every it-

eration of the training stage, this technique randomly shuts down some neurons

(hidden and visible) in a neural network with probability p following a Bernoulli

distribution, so each iteration produces a different “thinned” network. The result-

ing network is interpreted as a combination of these multiple “thinned” networks,

which usually leads to a better generalization for unseen test data. Dropout can

be regarded as an ensemble method.

4.1.1 Tabu Dropout

As mentioned by [Srivastava et al., 2014], the combination of multiple models is

most helpful when the architectures of individual models are different from each

other. However, when units are dropped randomly, it is difficult to control the

diversification and overlap of the models in the training stage, resulting in more

consumed computing resources.

We propose a strategy to guide the dropout to generate more different neural

network architectures within a certain number of iterations. We call this new

technique Tabu Dropout. While the primary motivation for the standard dropout

[Krizhevsky et al., 2012] comes from the role of sex in evolution, our motivation

for Tabu Dropout is related to the issue of inbreeding depression for sexual repro-

duction. The role of sexual reproduction is not just to allow useful new genes to

spread throughout the population, but also to facilitate this process by reducing

complex co-adaptations that would reduce the chance of a new gene improving the

fitness of an individual. Analogously, each hidden unit in a neural network trained

with dropout has to learn to work with a randomly chosen sample of other units,

so that it becomes more robust and can create useful features on its own without
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relying on other hidden units to correct its mistakes. However, sexual reproduc-

tion may suffer from inbreeding depression [Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1987],

which is matings between relatives that may decrease the population’s ability of

survival and reproduction. A possible strategy for resolving this issue is to suit-

ably differentiate the reproduction of an offspring from that of its parent. In other

words, the overlap and the difference between offsprings and their parents are ap-

propriately controlled by this strategy. Inspired by this, we adopt a strategy so

that for an offspring of a neural network, the set of hidden units that are dropped

from its parent network for the reproduction should not be dropped again from

the offspring for the reproduction.

We carry out experiments using different neural network structures to compare

Tabu Dropout with other dropout variants. The experimental results show that

Tabu Dropout is the most robust dropout technique on four public datasets. Tabu

Dropout can achieve better performance in the early iterations, which will be useful

for large and challenging datasets. Particularly, we found that Tabu Dropout

achieves a low error rate on testing datasets after limited epochs of training. This

can be helpful for large and challenging problems where training is expensive and

time-consuming.

4.1.2 Annealing Curriculum Dropout

Recently, some variants of dropout figure out that using a fixed probability p

is a suboptimal choice. Particularly, Curriculum Dropout [Morerio et al., 2017]

achieves the state-of-the-art performance over the standard dropout by exploiting

a time scheduling for gradually increasing the dropout probability from 0 to 1−p.

The primary intuition is that Dropout seems unnecessary at the beginning of

training and it starts training the whole neural network without dropping any

units, which is called “starting easy” in their work. However, regarding the size of

neural networks during the training, we do not think it is an easy start if training

the whole neural networks without dropping any neurons. In contrast, we design

a new time scheduled for adjusting dropout rate using “starting small”, which
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gradually decreases the dropout rate from 1 to p. We call this strategy Annealed

Curriculum Dropout, which training neural networks by gradually increasing the

number of neurons from 0 in dropout layer.

The main contributions of Annealing Curriculum Dropout are as follows:

• We propose a new dropout variant for regularizing DNN against overfitting,

which dynamically increases the number of neurons in dropout layers from

nearly 0.

• Our new dropout leads to a self-growing neural network, which gradually

increases the size of dropout layers.

• We have conducted experiments on four standard datasets (MNIST, Fashion-

MNIST, CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100) using two different neural network architec-

tures(a full-connect model and a convolutional neural network model). The

experimental results have verified that “starting small” in our method re-

sulted in better generalization than “starting easy” in Curriculum Dropout.

4.1.3 Related Work

The standard Dropout [Hinton et al., 2012, Krizhevsky et al., 2012] is successfully

applied to different kinds of deep neural network models as a regularization tech-

nique to prevent overfitting. Its core idea is similar to the ensemble learning of

Bagging approach where a set of models are trained on the same training data,

and the predictions of each model are fused in order to improve the final general-

ization performance. Some follow-up methods have been proposed to improve it.

AlphaDropout [Klambauer et al., 2017] aims at keeping the mean and variance to

the original values of the input, which helps maintain the self-normalizing prop-

erty. Morerio et al. [2017] proposed Curriculum Dropout, which uses a temporal

dependent parameter to adjust dropout rate in the neural networks. Krueger et al.

[2017] proposed Zoneout. It is a regularization technique for recurrent neural net-

works (RNNs), which tries to reduce the variance across different dropout masks
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in the prediction stage of RNNs. Dropconnect [Wan et al., 2013] is a generalization

of the standard Dropout, which randomly drops some weights. It achieves a better

accuracy but slightly slower in training the neural networks compared with the

standard dropout or Non-dropout. Rippel et al. [2014] introduced Nested Dropout

for unsupervised learning methods. Maxout Network [Goodfellow et al., 2013] was

designed to facilitate optimization and improvement of Dropout. It provides the

maxout unit to pick the maximum value within a group of linear pieces as a gen-

eralization of rectified activation function that is capable of approximating the

arbitrary convex function.

Moreover, different Dropout rates for each hidden unit in deep neural networks

have been presented in [Ba and Frey, 2013]. This regularization scheme is named

Adaptive Dropout or Standout, whose empirical results suggest that finding an

optimal Dropout rate for each node based on the results of the previous layers

will increase the general performance compared to the standard Dropout. An-

other modification of regular Dropout, named Spatial Dropout, was introduced by

[Tompson et al., 2015] that is tailored for convolution layer of Convolutional Neu-

ral Network (CNN) where a random subset of feature maps are dropped during

each training case instead of a random subset of units.

The latest extension of Dropout, Biased Dropout [Poernomo and Kang, 2018],

divides the hidden units in a certain layer into two groups based on their magnitude

and applies different Dropout rate to each group appropriately. Shakeout [Kang

et al., 2018], on the other hand, randomly chooses to enhance or reverse each

unit’s contribution to the next layer. This small modification of Dropout leads to

a good regularizer that adaptively combines L0, L1 and L2 regularization terms.

Noisin, a new regularization specific for RNNs, was introduced [Dieng et al., 2018]

to inject random noise into the hidden states of the RNN and then maximize the

corresponding marginal likelihood of the data, exhibiting better performance than

the standard Dropout.
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4.1.4 Neural Netwowrks and Datasets for Experiments

4.1.4.1 Neural Network Architectures

A Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and two Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)

are applied to verify the effectiveness of the dropout variants in this chapter.

The MLP model is a full-connected (fc) neural network (fc-Relu-fc-Relu-fc-

Logsoftmax), which has 1024 units in each hidden layer. We add dropout variants

between the two hidden layers. The first CNN architecture is Lenet-5 (a modern

version of LeNet) [LeCun et al., 1989]. The other CNN model is from the Pytorch

official example1 except that we only use dropout variants between the two full-

connected layers. It is named as CNN-1 in our experiments.

4.1.4.2 Datasets

Figure 4.1: Samples from MNIST dataset

We conducted the experiments on four datasets, the details of these datasets are

as follows.

MINST2 [LeCun et al., 1998]: MINST is widely used in machine learning and

computer vision. It is a classic handwritten digits dataset consists of 28×28

1https://github.com/pytorch/examples/blob/master/mnist/main.py
2http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
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Figure 4.2: Samples from Fashion-MNIST dataset.

Figure 4.3: Samples from CIFAR10 dataset

grayscale images of 10 digits (from 0 to 9). There are 60,000 training images

and 10,000 testing images. Figure 4.1 shows some samples from MNIST. We used

MLP and CNN-1 for this dataset.

Fashion-MNIST3[Xiao et al., 2017]: This is a dataset derived from the assort-

ment on Zalando’s website4. There are 60,000 examples in the training set and

10,000 examples in the testing set. Each example is a grayscale image consist-

ing of 32 × 32 pixels and with a label from 10 classes (T-shirt/top, Trouser,

Pullover, Dress, Coat, Sandal, Shirt, Sneaker, Bag, Ankle boot). Some samples

3https://github.com/zalandoresearch/fashion-mnist
4http://www.zalando.com
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Figure 4.4: Samples from CIFAR100 dataset

from Fashion-MNIST dataset are shown in Figure 4.2. MLP and CNN-1 were used

for this dataset.

CIFAR105[Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009]: This dataset consists of 60,000 RGB

images of 32 × 32 pixels, with 10 classes and each class contains 6,000 images.

There are 50,000 color images in the training sets and 10,000 images for testing.

Some sample images are shown in Figure 4.3. We used LeNet-5 for this dataset.

CIFAR100 [Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009]: CIFAR100 is a similar dataset as

CIFAR10, except that it has 100 classes with 600 images per class. Each class

contains 500 training images and 100 testing images. Some samples are shown in

Figure 4.4. LeNet-5 was used on this dataset.

4.2 Tabu Dropout for Regularizing Deep Neural

Networks

Dropout randomly drops units with a probability p6 during the training stage

of DNN to avoid overfitting. In this section, we propose a novel diversification

5https://www.cs.toronto.edu/ kriz/cifar.html
6p refers to the probability of dropping neurons in the notations of Chapter 4.
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strategy for dropout, which aims at generating more different neural network ar-

chitectures in fewer numbers of iterations. The dropped units in the last forward

propagation will be marked. Then the selected units for dropping in the current

forward propagation will be retained if they have been marked in the last for-

ward propagation, i.e., we only mark the units from the last forward propagation.

We call this new regularization scheme Tabu Dropout7, whose significance lies in

that it does not have the extra parameters compared with the standard dropout

strategy and is computationally efficient as well. Experiments conducted on four

public datasets show that Tabu Dropout improves the performance of the standard

dropout, yielding better generalization capability. Tabu Dropout usually gets a

low error rate on the testing datasets without a large number of weight updates,

which is important for large and challenging problems.

4.2.1 Tabu Dropout

In this section, we introduce the details of the proposed Tabu Dropout method. We

start from defining basic notations, followed by the description of key algorithms

and their benefit.

Definitions and Notations

Given a deep neural network M with L hidden layers indexed by l ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., L}.

Let Z(l) denote the input vectors of layer l. The output vectors from layer l are

denoted as A(l). Following conventions, A(0) = X is the input, Z(L) is the output

layer of the neural network M . For layer l, W (l) is the weights matrix and B(l) is

the bias vector.

7The work of Tabu Dropout has been accepted by The Computer Journal
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Algorithm 11: Forward Propagation with Dropout

Parameters: a dropout rate p ∈ (0, 1), f() is a activation function

1 if In Training Stage then
2 Mask(l) ← Bernoulli(p);

3 Â(l) ←Mask(l) ∗ A(l);

4 Â(l) ← Â(l)/(1− p) ;

5 Z(l+1) ← W (l+1) ∗ Â(l) +B(l+1);

6 A(l+1) ← f(Z(l+1));

7 else if In Testing Stage then
8 Z(l+1) ← W (l+1) ∗ A(l) +B(l+1);

9 A(l+1) ← f(Z(l+1));

The Standard Dropout

Algorithm 11 [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] 8 describes how the dropout technique works

in one forward propagation of a neural network. This algorithm can be divided

into two parts: one for the training stage and the other for the testing stage. In

the training stage, the Mask, which is a (0,1)-matrix generated by samples from

a Bernoulli distribution, is used to shut down some neurons. After that, Â(l) is

scaled by a factor of 1/(1−p), where p is the probability of a unit to be set to zero.

By doing this, we are assuring that the result of the cost has the same expected

value as without dropout which is also named inverted dropout. Dropout is not

used in the testing stage for evaluating the model.

In this work, we propose a new Dropout technique called Tabu Dropout, which

aims to guide the Dropout technique to diversify the sub neural network archi-

tectures within a certain number of iterations. Tabu Dropout also has a low

time-complexity and uses only one parameter (dropout rate p) the same as the

standard Dropout.

8http://www.cs.toronto.edu/ nitish/dropout/
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Tabu Dropout

Tabu strategy [Glover, 1989, 1990] is widely used in local search algorithms, which

utilizes a memory structure (called tabu list) to forbid the local search to imme-

diately return a previously visited candidate solution. We propose a new strategy

named Tabu Dropout, which uses a tabu list to guide the standard dropout to

generate more diverse neural network structures.

We use a (0,1)-matrix as the Tabu list to mark the drop status of each neuron in

the last forward propagation. The status of this unit is 0 if it has been dropped

in the last forward propagation and 1 otherwise.

Algorithm 12: the proposed Forward Propagation with Tabu Dropout

Parameters: a dropout rate p ∈ (0, 1), f() is a activation function

1 Tabu ←None; // initialize the Tabu list as None

2 if In Training Stage then
3 Mask(l) ← Bernoulli(p); // generate a mask from a Bernoulli distribution

4 Mask(l) ← Comparision(Mask(l), Tabu);

5 Â(l) ←Mask(l) ∗ A(l); // apply the Mask

6 Â(l) ← Â(l)/(1− p(l)) ; // p(l) is calculated by Equation (4.1) in

Proposition 4.1

7 Z(l+1) ← W (l+1) ∗ Â(l) +B(l+1);

8 A(l+1) ← f(Z(l+1));

9 Tabu←Mask(l); // update the tabu list

10 else if In Testing Stage then
11 Z(l+1) ← W (l+1) ∗ A(l) +B(l+1);

12 A(l+1) ← f(Z(l+1));

Our propsed Tabu Dropout technique is described in Algorithm 12. The Tabu

list is initialized as None at the beginning. The following procedure consists of

a training stage and a testing stage. Tabu strategy is only used in the training

stage as the standard Dropout. To be specific, when start training a neural net-

work, Tabu Dropout follows the standard Dropout and generates a (0,1)-matrix

mask from a Bernoulli distribution. Then we apply Tabu to this mask, which is

accomplished by the Comparison function. If a unit has the same status with 0

in both Mask and Tabu, the status of this unit will be changed to 1 after Line 4
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in Algorithm 12. That is, the units dropped in the last forward propagation will

not be allowed to drop in the coming forward propagation.

The Comparision function is presented in Algorithm 13. If the Tabu list is None

means the first forward propagation happens, and return the Mask directly; oth-

erwise, we make a comparison between Mask and Tabu.

As a result, Tabu Dropout will guide the standard dropout to increase the diversity

of the sub neural network architectures within a certain number of iterations. In

order to reach a balance between diversity and time-complexity, the Tabu list only

marks the status from the last forward propagation, and the Tabu list will be

overwritten by the new Mask after each forward propagation in the training stage

(Line 9 in Algorithm 12). In this way, Tabu Dropout only has a short memory for

guiding the standard Dropout. There are two advantages of Tabu Dropout. First,

there is no extra parameter compared with the standard dropout. Second, it is

computationally efficient.

Algorithm 13: Comparison(Mask, Tabu)

1 if Tabu is None then
2 Mask ←Mask;

3 else
4 Mask ←Mask ∨ (¬Tabu);

5 return Mask

Given a fixed Dropout rate p, after using Tabu in each forward propagation, the

actual dropout rate p̂ with respect to all the units will be automatically adjusted

according to the following Proposition 4.1.

Proposition 4.1. Let n denotes the nth forward propagation, p denotes the fixed

dropout rate, p̂n denotes the dropout rate with respect to all the units in the nth

forward propagation, we have:

p̂(n+1) = (1− p̂n)× p (4.1)

where p̂1 = p, n ∈ N and n >= 1.
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4.2.2 Experiments

In this section, we compared Tabu Dropout with Curriculum Dropout (the state-

of-the-art), the Standard Dropout, AlphaDropout, Non-Dropout (no dropout strat-

egy), using different neural networks on different datasets.

Experiment Setup

We implemented Tabu Dropout using Pytorch [Paszke et al., 2017], which is a deep

learning framework for fast and flexible experimentation. We used the standard

Dropout layer and AlphaDropout layer directly in torch.nn from Pytorch. All the

experiments were conducted on a 3.70GHz Intel Core i7-8700K CPU, 32 GB RAM

and a TITAN Xp GPU under Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS. We execute all approaches for

5 times with different random seeds, and take the average of the outcomes for all

the experimental results in this work.

Parameter Setting for MLP Model

We run all the dropout based approaches on a variety of dropout rate p values,

and always compare the best ones for every dropout approach. The p values in

Tabu Dropout, Curriculum Dropout, and the standard Dropout were taken in a

range [0.1, 0.9] with a step size of 0.1. The parameter γ in Curriculum Dropout

was fixed to 0.001 as in the source code9. For AlphaDropout, the dropout rate

was taken in a range [0.01, 0.09] with step 0.01 (0.05 was recommended by the

original work Klambauer et al. [2017]). We trained 300 epochs for each model,

with learning rate 0.01 and batch size 512. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

was used as the optimizer for all Neural networks.

9https://github.com/pmorerio/curriculum-dropout
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Figure 4.5: Error rate of Model MLP with Tabu Dropout, Curriculum
Dropout, the standard Dropout, Non-Dropout AlphaDropout on the test data

of MNIST.

4.2.3 Main Results

This section shows the main results on four datasets using three different network

architectures. For better visualizations, we add an inset plot with zooming in

each figures. Before we report the experimental results, note that the aim of this

work it to improve the performance of the standard dropout, not compare with

the state-of-the-art algorithms for classification tasks on the these datasets.

Results on MNIST

Figure 4.5 shows the results on MNIST datasets using MLP model with Non-

dropout and different dropout variants. The MLP with Curriculum Dropout and

the Standard Dropout outperform the other models across all the trained epochs.
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Figure 4.6: Error rate of CNN-1 with Tabu Dropout, Curriculum Dropout,
the standard Dropout, Non-Dropout AlphaDropout on the test data of MNIST.

Figure 4.6 shows that the CNN-1 model with The standard Dropout and Tabu

Dropout achieve slightly better results.

Results on Fashion-MNIST

The experimental results using MLP models are shown in Figure 4.7. We observe

that Tabu Dropout and the Standard Dropout achieve slightly lower error rate

on the testing dataset than the others. The model with Curriculum Dropout

falls behind at first and then gradually outperform the model without Dropout.

The reason is that the model without dropout suffers from overfitting after a

certain number of epochs. On the other hand, Tabu Dropout outperforms the

Non-Dropout even at a early stage of training, which reveals that Tabu Dropout

generates better sub neural network architectures on this dataset.
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Figure 4.7: Error rate of Model MLP with Tabu Dropout, Curriculum
Dropout, the standard Dropout, Non-Dropout AlphaDropout on test data of

Fashion-MNIST.

Figure 4.8 shows the results of the CNN-1 model with different dropout strate-

gies and no dropout on the Fashion-MNIST dataset. The CNN-1 model without

dropout outperforms others at the early stage of training, and finnaly the model

with Tabu Dropout gets the best result.

Results on CIFAR10

Figure 4.9 illustrates the experimental results on CIFAR10 datasets using LeNet-5

model with different dropout strategies. On this dataset, Tabu Dropout achieves

the lowest error rate. The LeNet-5 model without dropout has better performance

at the early training epochs, and becomes over-training and falls behind others

after around 100 epochs.
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Figure 4.8: Error rate of CNN1 with Tabu Dropout, Curriculum Dropout,
the standard Dropout, Non-Dropout AlphaDropout on test data of Fashion-

MNIST.

Results on CIFAR100

From Figure 4.10 which shows the experimental results on CIFAR100 dataset, we

observe that the LeNet-5 model without dropout has better performance in nearly

all the training epochs than the other dropout based methods within the first 200

epochs. Tabu Dropout, Curriculum Dropout and the Standard Dropout achieve

lower error rate after about 200 epochs, and Tabu Dropout has the best results

after the training of 300 epochs.

Table 4.1 shows the best returned values of each method on the testing datasets

after 300 epochs of training. For MNIST dataset using MLP model, Curricu-

lum achieves the better result than others. Both Standard Dropout and Tabu

Dropout obtain a value of 0.00822, which slightly outperform the other algorithms
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Figure 4.9: Error rate of LeNet-5 with Tabu Dropout, Curriculum Dropout,
the standard Dropout, Non-Dropout AlphaDropout on test data of CIFAR10.

Table 4.1: The lowest error rate after training 300 epochs. The best results are
marked in bold, where Alpha., Standard., NoDrop. Curriculum., and Tabu. are
short for AlphaDropout, Non-Dropout, Curriculum Dropout and Tabu Dropout,

respectively.

Datasets(Model) Alpha. Standard. NoDrop. Curriculum. Tabu.

MNIST(MLP) 0.0162 0.01552 0.01808 0.01548 0.01568

MNIST(CNN-1) 0.00848 0.00822 0.0103 0.00836 0.00822

Fashion-MNIST(MLP) 0.09774 0.09586 0.10406 0.09648 0.09596

Fashion-MNIST(CNN-1) 0.09516 0.09458 0.09644 0.09488 0.09442

CIFAR10(LeNet) 0.34962 0.33744 0.357 0.33652 0.33142

CIFAR100(LeNet) 0.68294 0.67102 0.67886 0.67256 0.67048
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Figure 4.10: Error rate of LeNet-5 with Tabu Dropout, Curriculum Dropout,
the standard Dropout, Non-Dropout AlphaDropout on test data of CIFAR100.

on MNIST using CNN1 model. The Standard Dropout obtains the lowest error

rate with a value of 0.09586 on Fashion-MNIST with MLP model. For Fashion-

MNIST with CNN1 model, CIFAR10 with LeNet-5 and CIFAR100 with LeNet,

our method all achieves best results.

Parameter Testing

Figure 4.11 shows the performance of Tabu Dropout with different dropout rate p

ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 with a step 0.1 on the test data of CIFAR100 using LeNet-

5. We found that p = 0.5 outperforms the others, while p = 0.8 and p = 0.9 lead

to the worse results.
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Figure 4.11: Parameter Testing of Tabu Dropout using LeNet-5 model on the
test data of CIFAR100.

Discussions

Overall, we have conducted six experiments on four public datasets using three dif-

ferent neural network architectures. The proposed Tabu Dropout outperforms the

comparison methods on three experiments including CNN1 on Fahsion-MINST,

LeNet-5 on CIFAR10 and LeNet-5 on CIFAR100. For CNN-1 on MNIST, the

Standard Dropout and Tabu Dropout achieve similar better results than the other

methods. Curriculum Dropout outperforms the other methods on MNIST dataset

using MLP model, while the Standard Dropout achieves the best result on Fashion-

MNIST using MLP model. Therefore, Tabu Dropout is the most robust dropout

strategy for three different neural network architectures in our experiments.
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4.2.4 Results

In this section, we have introduced a novel Tabu Dropout method for prevent-

ing overfitting in training the neural networks. Experimental results show that

Tabu Dropout achieves robust performances on the unseen testing data. In addi-

tion, Tabu Dropout can achieve lower accuracy rate compared with other dropout

strategies in the early training stage.
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4.3 Annealing Curriculum Dropout: Self-Growing

Neural Networks Starting with Dropout All

Dropout is widely used for regularizing deep neural network against over-fitting.

It randomly shut down neurons during the training stage with a fixed probability

p, where p is the probability of dropping out a neuron. Several variants have been

proposed to improve the performance of the dropout technique. Some of them

indicate that using a fixed p is a suboptimal choice. Particularly, a recent work

named Curriculum Dropout achieves the state-of-the-art performance by using a

scheduled p instead of a fixed one. It gradually increases the dropout probability

from 0 to 1 − p according to a time scheduling from curriculum learning. The

main intuition is that dropout seems unnecessary at the beginning of training

and Curriculum Dropout starts training the whole neural networks without drop-

ping, which is called “starting easy”. In this work, we design a new scheduled

dropout strategy using “starting small” instead of “starting easy”, which gradu-

ally decreases the dropout probability from 1 to p. We call this strategy Annealed

Curriculum Dropout, which training neural networks by gradually increasing the

number of neurons from 0 in dropout layer. The experiments demonstrated that

our method outperforms Curriculum Dropout on four public image datasets using

two different neural network architectures.

4.3.1 Annealing Curriculum Dropout

Background

Curriculum Dropout figures out that using a fixed dropping probability p during

training neural networks is not an optimal choice since networking training is

a dynamic process. The main intuition in Curriculum Dropout is that dropout

seems unnecessary at the beginning of training. Therefore, it dynamically increases

the number of units that are suppressed as a function of the number of gradient

updates.
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Figure 4.12: Three Different Time Scheduling Strategies for Adjusting
Dropout Rate during Draining. Given a dropout rate p, these three strate-
gies adjust it in different manners: Curriculum Dropout gradually increases the
dropout rate from 0 to 1 − p, while Annealing Dropout gradually decreases it

from 1− p to 0. Ours gradually decreases it from 1 to p.

Let P (t) to denote the curriculum function, where t denotes the training time

which is measured in gradient updates t ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}. There is a constrain

for P (t), that is P (t) ≤ (1 − p) for any t where p is the dropout probability of a

neuron. Curriculum Dropout uses the Equation 4.2 to adjust the p.

P (t) = −(1− p)exp(−γt) + 1− p, γ > 0 (4.2)

Where γ is fixed as 0.001 for all experiments in this work according to the source

code of Curriculum Dropout10. P (0) = 0 at the starting of the training where

all the units are kept, which means no dropout is performed, and then gradually

increases the dropout probability of the units. Eventually, P (t) converges at 1−p.
10https://github.com/pmorerio/curriculum-dropout
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The blue line on Figure 4.12 shows the trends of the time scheduling in Curriculum

Dropout with the training time.

On the other hand, Annealing Dropout adjusts the dropout rate in the opposite

direction. As the yellow line shown in Figure 4.12, it gradually decreases the

dropout probability from 1 − p to 0. The experimental results in Morerio et al.

[2017] confirm that Annealing Dropout always performs worse than Curriculum

Dropout.

Annealing Curriculum Dropout

Inspired by dynamic adjusting dropout probability of neurons leads to a better

generalization, we propose a new time scheduling function to adjust the dropout

rate during draining. It uses the concept of “starting small” instead of “starting

easy” in Curriculum Dropout, where “small” refers to the width of dropout layers.

A function P̂ (t) is proposed in the following definition to improve the curriculum

dropout, which is an anti-curriculum function except that the dropout rate starting

from 1.

Definition 4.2. For any function t 7→ P̂ (t) such that P̂ (0) = 1 and limt→∞ P̂ (t) =

p is an anti-Curriculum function for dynamically adjusting the dropout rate in

standard dropout [Hinton et al., 2012, Krizhevsky et al., 2012].

Starting from the initial condition P̂ (0) = 1 where all units are dropped, gradually

increase the number of neurons in a way that P̂ (t) ≥ p for any t. Finally, P̂ (t)

converges at p.

We fixed an anti-curriculum function belong to the functions in Definition 4.2:

P̂ (t) = (1− p)exp(−γt) + p, γ > 0 (4.3)

Where γ is fixed as 0.001 as in Curriculum Dropout for fair comparison in the

experiments of this work. We plot Equation 4.3 in Figure 4.12(the green line). It

shows that the drop rate is nearly 1 at the starting of the training, which means all
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the neurons are dropped at the beginning. Then gradually decreasing the dropout

rate to 1− p, which leads to a self-growing neural network starting from empty.

Regarding the number of neurons in related dropout layers, the Curriculum Dropout

can be regarded as a top-down strategy which decreases the number of neurons,

while ours is a bottom-up strategy which increases the number of neurons from 0.

4.3.2 Experiments

In this section, we mainly compare our proposed method with Curriculum Dropout

on the different standard datasets using different neural network architectures,

since it is the state-of-the-art dropout variant and the similar algorithm structure

between them helps to show the effectiveness of Annealing Curriculum Dropout.

Experiment Setup

We implemented Annealing Curriculum Dropout using Pytorch [Paszke et al.,

2017], which is a deep learning framework for fast and flexible experimentation.

All the experiments were conducted on a 3.70GHz Intel core i7-8700K CPU, 32

GB RAM and a TITAN Xp GPU under Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS.

Parameter Setting

For fair comparison, we run all the two dropout approaches on a variety of dropout

rate p values, and always compare the best ones for every dropout approach. The

p values in Annealing Curriculum Dropout and Curriculum Dropout were taken in

a range [0.1, 0.9] with a step size of 0.1. The parameter γ in Curriculum Dropout

was fixed to 0.001 as in the source code11, and we use the same γ for our proposed

Annealing Curriculum Dropout. We trained 300 epochs for each model, with

learning rate 0.01 and batch size 512. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) was

used as the optimizer for all Neural networks.

11https://github.com/pmorerio/curriculum-dropout
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Main Results
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Figure 4.13: Error rate of Model MLP with Annealing Curriculum Dropout
and Curriculum Dropout on the test data of MNIST.

Results on MNIST: Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show the results on the MNIST

testing dataset using MLP model and CNN1 model. Annealing Curriculum Dropout

achieves lower error rate..

Results on Fashion-MNIST: The experimental results using MLP models on

Fashion-MNIST are shown in Figure 4.15. We observe that Annealing Curriculum

Dropout achieves lower error rate on the testing dataset than the Curriculum

Dropout, while Curriculum Dropout has better performance using CNN1 model

on this dataset as show in Figure 4.16.

Results on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100: Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 show the

experimental results on CIFAR10 and CIFA4100 datasets with LeNet-5 model.

Annealing Curriculum Dropout leads the performance on the testing dataset of

CIFAR10, while Curriculum Dropout has a better result on testing dataset of

CIFAR100.
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Figure 4.14: Error rate of CNN-1 with Annealing Curriculum Dropout and
Curriculum Dropout on the test data of MNIST.
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Figure 4.15: Error rate of Model MLP with Annealing Curriculum Dropout
and Curriculum Dropout on test data of Fashion-MNIST.
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Figure 4.16: Error rate of CNN1 with Annealing Curriculum Dropout and
Curriculum Dropout on test data of Fashion-MNIST.
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Figure 4.17: Error rate of LeNet-5 with Annealing Curriculum Dropout and
Curriculum Dropout on test data of CIFAR10.
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Figure 4.18: Error rate of LeNet-5 with Annealing Curriculum Dropout and
Curriculum Dropout on test data of CIFAR100.

Table 4.2: The lowest error rate after training 300 epochs. The best results
are marked in bold, where Ann.Dropout, Cur.Dropout are short for Annealing

Curriculum Dropout and Curriculum Dropout, respectively.

Datasets(Model) MNIST MNIST Fashion-MNIST Fashion-MNIST CIFAR10 CIFAR100

(MLP) (CNN-1) (MLP) (CNN-1) (LeNet) (LeNet)

Ann.Dropout 0.0154 0.0082 0.0964 0.0963 0.3330 0.6751

Cur.Dropout 0.0155 0.0084 0.0965 0.0949 0.3365 0.6726

Table 4.2 shows the best returned values of each method on the testing datasets

after 300 epochs of training. We can observe that Curriculum Dropout achieves

lower error rate on Fashion-MNIST with CNN-1 model and CIFAR10 with LeNet-

5 model, while Annealing Curriculum Dropout obtains the better results on the

remainings.

Parameter Testing

Figure 4.19 shows the performance of Tabu Dropout with different dropout rate

p ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 with a step 0.1 on the test data of CIFAR100 using
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Figure 4.19: Parameter Testing of Annealing Curriculum Dropout using
LeNet-5 model on the test data of CIFAR100.

LeNet-5. We found that p = 0.3 outperforms the others, while p = 0.9 leads to

the worst result.

Discussions

Overall, we have conducted six experiments on four public datasets using three dif-

ferent neural network architectures. The proposed Annealing Curriculum Dropout

outperforms the Curriculum on four experiments including MLP and CNN-1 on

MNIST, MLP on Fahsion-MINST and LeNet-5 on CIFAR100. Curriculum Dropout

outperforms Annealing Curriculum Dropout on Fashion-MNIST dataset using

CNN1 model and LeNet-5 on CIFAR100. Therefore, The proposed Annealing

Curriculum Dropout is the more robust than Curriculum Dropout for three dif-

ferent neural network architectures in our experiments.
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4.4 Compare Tabu Dropout with Annealing Cur-

riculum Dropout

In this section, we made a comparision between Tabu Dropout and Annealing

Curriculum Dropout.
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Figure 4.20: Error rate of Model MLP with Annealing Curriculum Dropout
and Tabu Dropout on the test data of MNIST.

Results on MNIST: Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show the results on the MNIST

testing dataset using MLP model and CNN1 model. Annealing Curriculum Dropout

achieves lower error rate on MNIST using MLP model, while Tabu Dropout gets

slightly better performance using CNN-1 model.

Results on Fashion-MNIST: The experimental results using MLP and CNN-1

models on Fashion-MNIST are shown in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23. We ob-

serve that Tabu Dropout achieves lower error rate on the testing dataset than the

Annealing Curriculum Dropout on testing dataset of Fashion-MNIST using two

different models. .
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Figure 4.21: Error rate of CNN-1 with Annealing Curriculum Dropout and
Tabu Dropout on the test data of MNIST.
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Figure 4.22: Error rate of Model MLP with Annealing Curriculum Dropout
and Tabu Dropout on test data of Fashion-MNIST.
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Figure 4.23: Error rate of CNN1 with Annealing Curriculum Dropout and
Tabu Dropout on test data of Fashion-MNIST.
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Figure 4.24: Error rate of LeNet-5 with Annealing Curriculum Dropout and
Tabu Dropout on test data of CIFAR10.
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Figure 4.25: Error rate of LeNet-5 with Annealing Curriculum Dropout and
Tabu Dropout on test data of CIFAR100.

Results on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100: Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 show the

experimental results on CIFAR10 and CIFA4100 datasets with LeNet-5 model.

Tabu Dropout leads the performance on the testing dataset of both CIFAR10 and

CIFAR100.

Table 4.3: The lowest error rate after training 300 epochs. The best results
are marked in bold, where Ann.Dropout, Tab.Dropout are short for Annealing

Curriculum Dropout and Tabu Dropout, respectively.

Datasets(Model) MNIST MNIST Fashion-MNIST Fashion-MNIST CIFAR10 CIFAR100

(MLP) (CNN-1) (MLP) (CNN-1) (LeNet) (LeNet)

Ann.Dropout 0.0154 0.0082 0.0964 0.0963 0.3330 0.6751

Tab.Dropout 0.0157 0.0082 0.0960 0.0944 0.3314 0.6705

Table 4.3 shows the best returned values of each method on the testing datasets

after 300 epochs of training. We can observe that Annealing Curriculum Dropout

achieves lower error rate on MNIST with MLP model, and while Tabu Dropout

obtains the better results on the Fashion-MNIST using MLP model and CNN-1

model, CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 using LeNet-5 model. On MNIST dataset using
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CNN-1 model, both of Annealing Curriculum Dropout and Tabu Dropout obtain

the same lowest value of error rate.

Overall, Tabu Dropout outperforms Annealing Curriculum through the experi-

mental results in this section.

4.4.1 Results

In this section, we proposed a new dropout variant named Annealing Curriculum

Dropout, which starts training neural networks with drop all the units in dropout

layers, and then gradually increasing the number of units. The experimental

results suggest that our method achieves better performance than Curriculum

Dropout on the used datasets.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we have developed 5 different heuristics for searching on massive

graphs and regularizing deep neural networks. In this chapter, we conclude the

thesis and provide the future research plan for Heuristics for Covers on massive

graphs, Cliques on Massive graphs and Regularizing Deep Neural Networks.

5.1 Covers on Massive Graphs

5.1.1 Conclusions

We have developed a local search MinVC solver called WalkVC, which is based on

BMS with random walk for removing vertices in the two-stage exchange framework.

Our experimental results are impressive. Firstly, WalkVC outperforms FastVC on

nearly all classes of large graphs. Moreover, WalkVC found smaller covers on a

considerable portion of graphs. Especially over half of these graphs our solver is at

least 100 times as efficient as FastVC. This shows the power of our simple random

walk strategy. The results with B&R show that WalkVC could return solutions

on some hard or large instance within reasonable time. This gives the answer to

the Research question 1.

103
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We also propose a new algorithm named NoiseVC for MinVC in massive real-

world graphs. A heap is exploited for best-picking in the local search phase, and

a new noisy strategy is combined with best-picking to avoid local minima. The

experimental results indicate that NoiseVC outperforms FastVC on finding smaller

vertex cover on 23 massive graphs of the benchmarks. This answers the Research

question 2.

5.1.2 Future Work

In the future, we would like to design heap-based best-picking heuristic for other

combinatorial optimization problems, and design efficient diversification strategies

to improve the performance of our solver for the MinVC problem on large graphs.

There are two other NP-hard combinatorial problems: Maximum Independent

Set (MIS) and Maximum Clique (MC), which are equivalent to MVC. Therefore,

algorithms for MinVC can be directly applied to solve the MIS and MC problems.

In the future we will try to address these two NP-hard problem in massive graphs

using our proposed methods.

The applications of MinVC, MIS and MC involve computer vision, information

retrieval, signal transmission, aligning DNA and protein sequences [Ji et al., 2004,

Jin and Hao, 2015, Pullan and Hoos, 2006], and so on. In the future, we will collect

data sets from these related applications, and then conduct experiments on these

application data sets and make a comparison with the state of the art algorithms.

5.2 Cliques on Massive Graphs

5.2.1 Conclusions

We take the first step to solve the MEWC problem on massive real-world graphs.

A new heuristic with low time-complexity for selecting edges during the local

search stage has been proposed. Based on this heuristic, an algorithm named
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LS-DTS is introduced for handling the MEWC problem on large sparse graphs.

Also, we adopted two recent local search solvers LSCC and LMY-GRS (for Max-

imum Vertex Weighted Clique (MVWC) problem) to solve the MEWC problem,

which provides a baseline for evaluating the performance of new MEWC solvers on

massive real-world graphs. Experiments on a broad range of large sparse graphs

demonstrate the effectiveness of LS-DTS. This answers the Research question

3.

5.2.2 Future Work

As for future works we would like to design more efficient heuristics for the MEWC

problem on large sparse graphs. In the DTS strategy, when an edge is selected by

DTS, one of its endpoints is randomly selected. We will try two different strategies

for selecting edges based on DTS. Firstly, selecting an endpoint with higher degree

or score. Secondly, selecting both endpoints of the edge returned by DTS heuristic.

Since the MEWC problem exists in many real applications include [Adamczewski

et al., 2015, Adluru et al., 2015, Czajkowska et al., 2015, Deng et al., 2017, Ma

and Latecki, 2012, Mascia et al., 2010], we will exploit our solver to tackle these

graphs from these applications.

5.3 Regularizing Deep Neural Networks

5.3.1 Conclusions

We have introduced a novel Tabu Dropout method for preventing overfitting in

training the neural networks. A Tabu list is used to mark the dropped status of

units in last forward propagation. The Tabu List is updated after each forward

propagation and only stores the status of units from the last forward propagation.

That is, the units with a Tabu status of 0 will not be allowed to drop in the coming

forward propagation. Tabu Dropout is computationally cheap. It has only one
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parameter, the dropout rate p, as the standard dropout. The experimental results

on four standard datasets showed that Tabu Dropout is the most robust solver

across all the four datasets, when compared with AlphaDropout, the Standard

Dropout, Curriculum Dropout and Non-Dropout strategies. Experimental results

also demonstrate that Tabu Dropout achieves robust performances while keeping

the same parameter with the standard Dropout. It also achieves a lower error rate

within a limited number of training epochs than other dropout variants used in

the experiments. This gives the answer to the Research question 4.

We also proposed a new dropout variant named Annealing Curriculum Dropout,

which utilizes a time scheduling framework to dynamically adjust the rate of keep-

ing a unit during the forward propagation in training stage of deep neural networks.

Different with the state-of-the-art dropout variant named Curriculum Dropout,

our method starts training neural networks with drop all the units in dropout

layers, and then gradually increasing the number of units. The experiments con-

ducted on four standard datasets using two different deep learning models indicate

that our method has improved the generalizations of Curriculum Dropout on un-

seen testing data. This answer the Research question 5.

5.3.2 Future Work

In future work, we will study different Tabu strategies for developing new Dropout

methods in deep neural networks. The current experiments showed that when

using the previous memory, even a short memory can make the standard Dropout

to be more powerful in the early training stage. We will develop long-term Tabu

strategies to guide the standard Dropout. We will also use other different deep

neural network models such as recurrent neural networks(RNN) and larger datasets

such as Imagenet Deng et al. [2009] to evaluate Tabu Dropout and Annealing

Curriculum Dropout.
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